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1. Introduction
This report sets out the results of the programme of public, staff and partner
consultation on Cheshire Fire Authority‟s draft Integrated Risk Management
Plan (IRMP) for 2014/15, entitled Making Cheshire Safer. The formal
consultation period lasted for 12 weeks between September 23rd 2013 and
December 16th 2013.
The purpose of this report is to enable the Authority to understand levels of
support among all groups to the proposals set out in the draft IRMP. This
feedback will be among the issues considered by the Fire Authority prior to
approval of the final version of the IRMP.
This report comprises eleven sections, as follows:


An executive summary, which briefly describes the consultation
programme, the level of response and the key conclusions which can
be drawn from the feedback received



An overview of the consultation programme



An outline of the methods used when consulting with the public



Outlining how the Service consulted with staff and internal stakeholders



An overview of the approach taken to consult with partners and
external stakeholders



A description of the work undertaken to assess and evaluate the
consultation against industry best practice and previous consultations.



Detailed results of the survey that underpinned the consultation,
showing how each group responded to the consultation questions



A summary of media coverage generated by the consultation, including
coverage on social media platforms.



A profile of respondents who completed the consultation survey.



Appendices including the summary IRMP, the list of partners
communicated with, written submissions and additional comments
received and news releases.

This report has been made available to public and partners on the Service‟s
website - www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/consultation - and to staff on the Intranet.

Report prepared by:
Graeme Worrall
Consultation and Engagement Officer
Planning, Performance and Communications,
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service
January 28th 2014
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2. Executive summary
A total of 582 members of the public, 133 members of staff and 17 partner
organisations formally responded to the consultation on Cheshire Fire
Authority‟s draft IRMP for 2013/14 during the period September 23rd to
December 16th 2013..
These views were sought through a range of engagement activities including
public and staff roadshows, online surveys and briefings with key partners.
The consultation focused on the key proposals within the draft IRMP, as well
as seeking views on proposals to increase the Authority‟s share of council tax
precept and the overall value placed on Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service.
A standard 11-question consultation survey was developed to gauge opinion
amongst the public and external stakeholders. A similar survey was also
created for staff to complete.
There were 582 responses received from the public consultation in total. This
provides a confidence rate (margin of error) of +/- 5% and also enables the
Service to have 95% confidence that the results fall within this +/- 5% range.
In summary, the results of the consultation survey show that:
Overall


The vast majority of residents (98%) and stakeholders (90%) value
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service as a local service provider or
partner organisation.



75.3% of residents, 46.4% of staff and 50% of stakeholders support the
overall plans for the Service as laid out in the draft Integrated Risk
Management Plan 2014/15.



45.8% of residents, 62.4% of staff and 27.3% of stakeholders support
the proposal to increase Cheshire Fire Authority’s share of council tax
by 1.99%.



There was broad support for the Service’s campaign to make it a
requirement for private landlords to install smoke detectors in their
properties.



Opinion was split regarding the proposal to introduce a paid for Home
Safety Assessment (HSA) programme for households at a low-risk of
fire.



The majority of residents support the proposal not to attend Automatic
Fire Alarms (AFAs) in commercial premises between 9am and 5pm on
weekdays unless followed up by a phone call confirming a fire. There
are similar levels of support and opposition to this proposal among
staff.



The majority of residents and stakeholders support the proposal to
build a safety centre for young people in Cheshire. However support for
or opposition to the proposal among staff is evenly split.
IRMP 11 (2014/15) Consultation Report
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3. The consultation programme
3.1 Overview of this year’s approach
The table below outlines the engagement methods used for each of the key
groups consulted during the 12-week period.
Underpinning the entire approach was a survey, which posed 11 questions
relating to the various proposals set out within the draft IRMP. These
standardised questions enable easy comparison of differences in opinion
between groups, as shown in Section 8.
Group

Public

Staff

Methods of engagement


Providing a summary of the IRMP proposals within the
Service‟s Annual Report, delivered to over 488,000
properties across Cheshire.



9-date consultation roadshow in major centres of population
across Cheshire, Halton and Warrington over the course of
eight weeks.



Online survey accessible from the homepage
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk and in hard copy on request.



Media coverage and alerts via Facebook, Twitter and
Google+ to publicise roadshow dates and raise awareness
of ways to get involved with the consultation.



Letters and surveys sent to the 219 members of the
Service‟s Response consultation panel, with refreshed
membership following a recruitment drive.



Postal surveys sent to members of the Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington Race and Equality Centre‟s 276-stong
consultation panel and undertaking a focus group session
specifically for local BME residents.



Summary IRMPs and surveys for all cadet units, together
with briefing packs for cadet leaders to encourage young
people to take part.



Article in the Service‟s volunteer bulletin, encouraging
participation in the survey.



Five „leadership roadshows‟ held at various locations, giving
station based staff in each of the Service‟s unitary areas the
opportunity to listen to the proposals within the draft IRMP
and talk to the Service‟s Leadership Team.



Online survey accessible from the intranet homepage,
together with a dedicated consultation intranet page which
provided copies of the draft IRMP and supporting
documentation.



Global emails to

all staff,

of

promotional screensaver,
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Group

Methods of engagement
reminders in The Green (weekly staff bulletin), Alert
(quarterly staff newsletter) and Core Brief (managers
bulletin to cascade key messages to staff).

Partners



Meetings with Fire Brigades Union (FBU) representatives
and regular meetings with trade union representatives
through the Joint Consultation Negotiation Panel (JCNP)
process.



Email to over 200 key individuals and organisations
including public, third and private sector stakeholders on
whom the IRMP proposals may have an impact.



Meetings with the unitary authority Leaders and Chief
Executives.



Briefings delivered to key town/parish councils covering
areas that may be affected by IRMP proposals.



Providing Parish and Town Councils with material to
promote the consultation on their websites and notice
boards to raise awareness.



Meetings with the Chief Constable of Cheshire Police and
the Chief Executive of the North West Ambulance Service.

Over the next three sections, evidence is provided of the work undertaken to
plan and promote key elements of the consultation programme.
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4. Consulting with the public
4.1 Consultation roadshows
Following the success of roadshows held to support earlier IRMP
consultations, including the comprehensive programme of consultation for
IRMP 10 (2013/14), a similar programme of events was organised for the
period from October to November. The aim of these was to:


engage people living in the main centres of population across all four
unitary authority areas



be visible at locations with a high footfall by a range of local people,
(meaning that community fire stations were not necessarily the most
appropriate sites in most localities)



be visible at times when there were likely to be greater numbers of
people in the area, such as market days or lunchtimes

The roadshows took place between 8th October and 15th November 2013 and
were staffed by members of the Planning, Performance and Communications
Department, each of whom were briefed with knowledge of the IRMP
proposals. They were therefore able to talk with confidence to members of the
public and encourage them to complete the survey at home to return to the
Service‟s freepost consultation address.
Roadshows were scheduled to last for up to three hours, with the aim of
distributing 250 bags at each location, with the bags containing:


A copy of the IRMP Summary document (an example is provided in
appendix one of this report)



A copy of the IRMP Survey for residents (an example is provided in
appendix one of this report)



A freepost envelope and a pen



Safety information promoting the Service‟s „Dirty Grills Kill‟ cooking
safety campaign. Additionally in a number of locations a promotional
„Dirty Grills Kill‟ mug was handed out with the survey pack.

A total of 2,241 survey bags were distributed during the roadshows, with 406
completed forms returned. This is a response rate of 18.1 %, which is above
average for the typical response rate for postal surveys (10%).
Together with other consultation tools and methods, such as engaging with
cadets, the Service‟s response panel and the Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington Race and Equality Centre (CHAWREC), there were a total of 564
responses to the paper survey; a response rate of 16.9%.
The table on page 9 provides greater detail on levels of response.
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IRMP ROADSHOWS: Engaging
residents (from top, left to right) in
Chester, Northwich, Runcorn and
Widnes.
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Safety advice
Safety literature was distributed with the survey packs at each of the
roadshows. For this IRMP consultation, it was decided to promote the
Service‟s „Dirty Grills Kill‟ cooking safety campaign.

STAYING SAFE: Cooking safety information distributed with the IRMP
consultation surveys. Branded mugs that carried the ‘Dirty Grills Kill’ message
were also distributed.
Surveys, IRMP summaries, freepost return envelopes and giveaways carrying
the relevant safety messages were distributed in branded paper bags. In
certain locations the Service-branded gazebo was used to draw attention to
the roadshow and provide shelter for staff and the public.
Although the aim of the roadshows was not to seek referrals for Home Safety
Assessments, inevitably staff did engage several people who would benefit
from the service, as well as those who enquired about other subjects such as
faulty smoke alarms and cadet programmes, as well as some enquiries about
on-call recruitment.
Level of response
The table below summarises the number of surveys distributed and
responses received from each of the roadshow venues.

Location

Surveys
Distributed

Surveys
Completed

250

63

241

48

250

46

Runcorn, 8th October
ASDA
Congleton, 10th October
Library
Ellesmere Port, 15th October
Port Arcades
IRMP 11 (2014/15) Consultation Report
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Location

Surveys
Distributed

Surveys
Completed

250

66

250

19

250

43

250

46

250

36

250

39

2,241

406

Macclesfield, 22nd October
Grosvenor Shopping Centre
Chester, 23rd October
Outside Chester Town Hall
Warrington, 26th October
Cockhedge Shopping Centre
Crewe, 28th October
ASDA
Widnes, 30th October
ASDA
Northwich, 15th November
Outside Marks and Spencer
2014/15 Draft IRMP Consultation Roadshow
Total

4.2 Annual Report
The Service featured prominent articles in its ‘Annual Report’, an annual
newsletter which is distributed to all 488,000 households across Cheshire,
Halton and Warrington. Within the report was a summary of the proposed
changes and information on how residents could get involved with the
consultation and respond either through using the online survey, requesting a
paper copy survey or writing to the Service.
Additionally, a „QR Code‟ was placed in the article, which is a barcode that
when scanned by a smart-phone will automatically link the reader to the
consultation page on the Service‟s website. Copies of the consultation articles
in the annual report are provided in appendix one to this report.
4.3 Response Panel
The Service has established a Response Panel, which is a standing database
of residents from each of the four unitary areas across Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington who are contacted for consultation purposes. For the IRMP
consultation, the Service distributed copies of the IRMP summary, a survey
and a freepost return envelope to each of the 218 members of the panel.
4.4 Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Race and Equality Centre
As with previous IRMP consultations, the Service contracted the Cheshire,
Halton and Warrington Race and Equality Centre (CHAWREC) to distribute a
copy of the IRMP summary and survey amongst their own 276-member
strong consultation panel. Membership of the panel is drawn from ethnic
minority communities from across Cheshire.
4.5 Service Volunteers
The Service engaged with its cohort of volunteers through the use of articles
placed within the regular newsletter sent to those who volunteer for the
Service. An email message was sent to volunteers who have online access.
IRMP 11 (2014/15) Consultation Report
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Both the article and the email message explained the IRMP process, the
proposals that were being consulted on and how volunteers could submit their
views.
4.6 Cadets
In order to further engage with young people, each of the cadet units in the
Service was given an IRMP survey pack. Each pack contained IRMP
summaries and survey forms for each cadet, as well a briefing note for cadet
leaders explaining the IRMP process, how cadets can get involved and why
their views are important. Cadets could then complete and return the forms as
an activity in their programme or on an individual basis.
Both volunteers and cadets who wished to fill out the survey electronically
were provided with a link to the consultation page on the Service‟s website as
they may not have been able to access the Service‟s intranet facility.
4.7 Planning Exhibitions
The Service held public exhibitions on plans to build the new community fire
stations in both Penketh and Alsager as part of the Emergency Response
Review programme which was outlined in last year‟s Plan. While not strictly
part of the IRMP 11 consultation, the exhibitions coincided with the
consultation period.
The Service undertook two public exhibitions in Penketh; at the Olive Tree
Community Centre, Chapel Road on Friday 1st November and a follow up
exhibition at Peketh Library, Honiton Way on Thursday 14th November.
The Service held one exhibition in Alsager, at the Alsager Civic Centre on
Friday 6th December.
The full reports for the exhibitions in Penketh and the event in Alsager are
attached as appendix eight and nine to this report.
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5. Consulting with staff and internal stakeholders
5.1 Internal Roadshows
Principal Officers – joined by the Head of Service Delivery - held five wellattended roadshows to brief staff from across the service on the proposed
changes ahead of the formal launch of the consultation. These took place as
follows:
Date
22nd
September
30th October
4th November
5th November
15th November

Venue
On-call conference, Headquarters
For on-call staff across the service.
Runcorn Fire Station:
For Runcorn and Widnes crews
Warrington Fire Station:
For Warrington, Stockton Heath and Birchwood crews
Macclesfield Fire Station:
For Macclesfield, Congleton and Crewe crews
Northwich Fire Station:
For Northwich, Winsford, Knutsford and Wilmslow crews

Each roadshow lasted for approximately two hours and included a
presentation on the IRMP proposals. Those who attended the session then
had an opportunity to put questions to the team. An additional briefing was
scheduled to take place on 13th November at Ellesmere Port Fire Station (for
crews from Ellesmere Port and Chester) however the event was cancelled
due to forthcoming industrial action.
Line managers in both operational and support roles were also invited to
attend the Service‟s annual management briefing that was held at
Headquarters on 20th September. The briefing ran through progress to date
on the Emergency Response Review and outlined the consultation and
proposals within IRMP 11.
5.2 Online Survey
The main method of gathering the views and comments from staff was from
the use of an online survey, which asked the same questions as in the
residents‟ survey.
A breakdown of responses to these questions is provided in the following
section. A total of 133 members of staff submitted a response into the survey,
which is a decrease on the 328 responses received during the extensive
consultation on the Emergency Response Review proposals within IRMP 10
(2013/14).
Responses were received from staff based at locations across the service
area. A full breakdown of responses is supplied in the following section of the
report, while appendix five contains a comprehensive list of additional
comments received from staff.
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5.3 Internal communications channels
The full range of internal communications channels were used to raise
awareness of the consultation throughout the 12-week period. This included:






A dedicated page on the Service intranet, plus a regular feature on the
homepage of the intranet for the duration of the consultation.
Articles in the service newsletters „Alert‟ and the „Green‟.
An article in the „Core Brief‟ bulletin used for managers to keep their
staff informed with developments in the Service.
All-user emails informing staff of the launch of the consultation and also
further emails encouraging people to have their say prior to the closing
date.
A corporate screensaver.
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RAISING AWARENESS: Some of the material used to promote the
consultation internally; (previous to current page from top, left to right) a
feature in the ‘Alert’ newsletter, articles in the ‘Green Bulletin’ ‘Firepride’ LGBT
staff newsletter and ‘Core Brief’; an all-user email and a corporate
screensaver.
5.4 Consulting with representative bodies
The Service consulted with representative bodies through its existing Joint
Consultative Negotiation Panel (JCNP) process with Fire Authority Members,
Principal Officers and senior managers. Additionally the Fire Brigades Union
(FBU), Fire Officers‟ Association (FOA) and UNISON were written to
separately inviting them to submit a response into the consultation, either via
the online survey for partners or through a written submission.
A specific presentation was also given for Fire Brigades Union members at
Service Headquarters on 14th October. This presentation was delivered by the
Principal Officers and the Head of Service Delivery.
.
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6. Consulting with stakeholders
6.1 Approach to stakeholders
Through the course of several IRMP consultations, the Authority has adopted
and refined a systemised process for identifying and engaging its
stakeholders throughout the consultation process.
This included ensuring relevant partners and stakeholders were informed
about the consultation process, including ways to have their say and were
able to obtain information about the draft proposals.
In general, partners were communicated with via an email message which set
out the proposals that were being consulted on and provided a link to the
online survey for partners. A summary of the IRMP document was also
included to enable recipients to learn about the proposals being consulted on.
It should be noted that a significant amount of stakeholder engagement had
already been undertaken on the packages of proposals from the Emergency
Response Review contained within last year‟s IRMP.
6.2 Online survey
One of the key methods of engagement with stakeholders was the use of an
online survey.
Over 250 individuals and organisations on the Service‟s stakeholder database
were written to or emailed with a paper or electronic copy of the summary
IRMP and a link to a dedicated online survey for partners. Reminder emails
were also sent at the mid-point in the consultation.
The first letter and email read as follows, with slightly different versions
tailored to various audiences such as Members of Parliament, voluntary
bodies and public sector partners.
Dear Partners,
LAUNCH OF CONSULTATION ON FUTURE PLANS FOR CHESHIRE FIRE AND
RESCUE SERVICE
Cheshire Fire Authority is the publically accountable body, which manages the fire
and rescue service on behalf of local people.
The Authority has now published its draft Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP)
for 2014/15, titled ‘Making Cheshire Safer’. A 12 week consultation was launched on
23rd September, which runs until 16th December.
Please find enclosed the draft Plan, which details the next steps of Cheshire Fire and
Rescue Service‟s Emergency Response Programme and includes significant
changes to the way the Service would operate in the future in order to meet its
financial challenges and continue to provide an effective and efficient service to the
people of Cheshire. This was subject to extensive public and partner consultation last
year.
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This year‟s 2014/15 draft plan also contains a number of other proposals that views
are being sought on, including;


Campaigning to make it a legal requirement for private landlords to install
long life, linked smoke alarms in their properties.



Campaigning to make it a legal requirement for sprinkler systems to be fitted
in all new domestic properties in England.



Running a pilot project to provide a paid-for Home Safety Assessments (HSA)
to households that are at a low risk of having a house fire.



Not attending Automatic Fire Alarms in commercial premises during the week
between 9am and 5pm, unless the alarm is followed up by a phone call
confirming a fire. (Properties such as hospitals, hotels and care homes would
be exempt from this policy).



Undertaking a study into the feasibility of establishing an interactive safety
centre for young people within Cheshire.

A specific partner survey, which we encourage you as councils to complete, can be
accessed through the following link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/IRMP-11consultation-partners
You will also be able to access a summary of the plans (attached), as well as
supporting material and a full copy of the IRMP 2014-15 through visiting our website:
http://www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/home/current-consultation
Equally, we welcome any written submissions on the proposals, which can be sent
to;
FREEPOST
CHESHIRE FIRE CONSULTATION
Tel: 01606 868407
Or email: consultation@cheshirefire.gov.uk
Please take the opportunity to comment on our plans through the consultation and
feel free to contact us if you require any additional information, using the details
above. We look forward to receiving your views.
Yours sincerely

Cllr John Joyce
Chair
Cheshire Fire Authority

Paul Hancock
Chief Fire Officer
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service
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6.3 Survey responses
A list of the organisations and individuals who submitted a written response to
the consultation is included in an Appendix to this report. So too is a list of
organisations that were communicated with.
6.4 Members of Parliament (MPs)
The Service wrote directly to all 11 Cheshire Members of Parliament and
provided copies of both the summary draft IRMP and the full draft document.
In addition the Service also emailed Cheshire Members of the House of
Lords, encouraging Peers to provide their views either via the online survey or
through a written response.
6.5 Unitary authorities
The Service wrote directly to the Leader and Chief Executive of each of the
four unitary authorities; Cheshire East, Cheshire West and Chester, Halton
and Warrington.
6.6 Local Town and Parish Councils
An email message was sent to the clerks of all town and parish councils within
Cheshire. This message mirrored the text contained in the message attached
on pages 15 and 16 and encouraged local councils to respond either via the
online survey specifically created for partners or through submitting a written
response.
A list of all town and parish councils that were sent consultation material is
included as an Appendix to this report.
6.7 Local partner agencies
An email message was circulated to local partner agencies encouraging them
to respond to the consultation. A summary IRMP document was also
distributed with the email.
6.8 Other stakeholders
The Service contacted Cheshire representatives of the UK Youth Parliament
and encouraged members to submit their views and comments either via the
online survey or through submitting a written response.
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7. Feedback and communicating outcomes
The following section outlines the proposed methods to communicate the
outcomes of the consultation and provides details on the review and
evaluation of consultation activity. As with other consultation programmes,
each IRMP consultation will be reviewed to ensure continued improvement
and that the Service can continue to engage effectively with a wide and
representative range of communities across Cheshire.
7.1 Feedback
Following the decisions taken by Members and subject to final approval of the
IRMP, feedback on the consultation will be provided to those who participated
in the process. This feedback will be communicated to the public, staff and
stakeholders via the following methods:
Public
 Press releases
 Next years‟ Annual Report
 Using the Service‟s website and social media channels.
 Letters/emails to response panel members and those who submitted
written statements.
Staff
 Departmental and team briefings
 Articles within internal newsletters and bulletins (The Green, Alert,
Core Brief)
 Internal email message
Stakeholders
 Articles in the Service‟s Link newsletter to elected councilors and local
partners, distributed quarterly.
 Responses to written statements submitted
 Email messages to the stakeholders who participated plus all town and
parish councils and local stakeholders communicated with.
7.2 Evaluation
As this year‟s consultation was less complex and wide ranging than the IRMP
10 consultation, it was decided to reintroduce appropriate safety giveaways
with the consultation packs. The main giveaway was a free mug decorated
with the „Dirty Grills Kill‟ safety messages, which were given out to members
of the public at roadshow events.
Following evaluation of last year‟s consultation programme, it was decided to
focus the roadshows on areas of high population and high footfall; with
roadshows situated at supermarkets where possible, so that staff could
engage with a high number and wide demographic range of residents.
The consultation results were reviewed at the mid-point in the process and the
geographic spread of results were broadly in line with the demographic makeup of the service area. There was a slight underrepresentation of results from
IRMP 11 (2014/15) Consultation Report
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the Warrington area, however there was an additional site-specific
consultation in relation to the proposed new fire station at Penketh which may
in itself have impacted on local responses into the IRMP consultation.
A further evaluation will be held following this consultation which will consider
the effectiveness of partner, staff and stakeholder consultation; as well as an
evaluation of media and social media engagement; and also any potential
opportunities for joint working with partner organisations, where appropriate.
7.3 Accessibility
The consultation section of the Service‟s website – itself designed to be
accessible to people with special information needs and with a translation
function – made it clear that information about the proposals and the survey
was available in alternative languages and formats, such as large print, Braille
and audio on request. No such requests were made during the consultation
period.
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8. Detailed results
The number of responses received from the public consultation totaled 582.
This level of response means that the results displayed give a confidence rate
(margin of error) of +/- 5%. This level of response also enables the Service to
have 95% confidence that the results fall within the +/- 5% range.
This section sets out survey responses from the residents, staff and partners
in greater detail. The legend underneath each chart shows how many
individuals from each group answered that particular question and the overall
level of support or agreement from each group to the proposal.

8.1 Your Fire and Rescue Service
Question 1: How strongly do you value Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service as
a local service provider / as a partner organisation?

Public n=581

Stakeholders n=11

Question 2: In the past three years have you had contact with Cheshire Fire
and Rescue Service in the following ways?
The results for this question are displayed in the following section under
„Profile of respondents‟
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Question 3: Do you support Cheshire Fire Authority’s proposal to increase its
council tax by 1.99% in 2014/15?

Public n=581

Staff n=133

Stakeholders n=11

8.2 Future Safety Campaigns
Question 4: Do you support our campaign to make it a legal requirement for
private landlords to fit long life smoke alarms in their properties?

Public n=581

Staff n=133

Stakeholders n=11
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Question 5: Do you support our campaign to make it a legal requirement for
sprinkler systems to be fitted in all new domestic buildings in England?

Public n=581

Staff n=133

Stakeholders n=11

8.3 Home Safety Assessments
Question 6: Do you support plans for the Service to charge people who are
NOT considered to be at high risk of having a house fire for a Home Safety
Assessment?

Public n=581

Staff n=133
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Question 7. How much do you think it is reasonable to charge for a Home
Safety Assessment if the price included the supply and fitting of smoke
alarms?

Public n=581

Staff n=133
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8.4 Automatic Fire Alarms
Question 8: Do you support plans for the Service to not attend Automatic Fire
Alarms at commercial premises between 9am and 5pm during the week,
unless it is followed up with a phone call confirming that there is an incident?
(Please note: Premises such as hospitals, care homes and hotels would be
exempt from this policy).

Public n=581

Staff n=133

8.5 Young People’s Safety Centre
Question 9: Do you support plans for the Fire Authority to build a new
interactive Safety Centre in Cheshire specifically for young people?

Public n=581

Staff n=133
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8.6 Your Overall Opinion
Question 10. Do you support our overall plans for the year ahead as set out in
our Integrated Risk Management Plan 2013/14?

Public n=581

Staff n=133

Stakeholders n=11

Question 11. Please tell us any further comments you have regarding what
we are proposing in our plans for 2013/14?
Public responses

n=101
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Staff responses

n=64
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9. Profile of respondents
9.1 Public
A total of 582 members of the public responded to the consultation during the
12-week period. They are broken down as follows:
How they heard about the consultation

n=581
Percentages have been included because some respondents ticked more than one
option. The survey option includes responses from CHAWREC, the Service‟s
Response Panel and Cadets

Contact with Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service in the last three years
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n=581
These maps show the location of members of the public who responded to
the consultation (and provided their postcode) and also where the most
returns were coming from. This demonstrates that feedback was obtained
from right across the Service area.
Postcodes of respondents

n=470
Density of IRMP consultation responses

n=470
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Unitary area of residence
This chart shows the percentage of residents that live in each unitary area,
which is compared against the Cheshire population from the 2011 census.

n=582
Nearest fire station to where respondent lives
This graph shows that responses to the survey were gathered from across the
Service area.
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n= 477
Gender
This chart shows the gender of respondents, which is compared against the
Cheshire population according to the 2011 census data.

n=541
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Age
This chart shows the age profile of respondents, which is compared against
the Cheshire population according to the 2011 census data.

n=529
Disability
This chart shows the disability profile of respondents, which is compared
against the Cheshire population according to the 2011 census data.

n=547
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Ethnic origin
This graph shows the ethnic profile of respondents, which is compared
against the Cheshire population according to the 2011 census data.

n=545
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Religion
This graph shows the religious profile of respondents, which is compared
against the Cheshire population according to the 2011 census data.

n=505

Sexual orientation
This graph shows a profile of the sexual orientation of the respondents.

n=517
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Levels of public support (percentage) according to area of residence, gender, age and disability.
Gender

Unitary area

25-34

35-44

45-54

98.1

94.4

94.7

93.3

98.5

98.8

36.7

48.6

55.2

52.3

42.6

16.7

21.1

28.9

44.0

52.8

100.
0
49.1

97.7

90.2

98.2

98.2

94.7

96.8

100.0

84.2

91.1

97.0

95.4

97.2

97.4

71.2

68.6

75.7

74.1

67.9

75.0

83.3

57.9

71.1

62.1

71.3

68.8

47.7

38.5

44.8

34.5

38.9

45.7

61.1

21.1

28.9

36.4

41.4

27.1
16.7
18.6
5.0
3.2
1.8
27.6

32.0
15.5
7.7
2.2
3.3
1.1
38.1

39.0
21.0
10.0
1.0
0.0
2.0
27.0

34.5
10.3
13.8
5.2
3.4
1.7
31.0

29.4
13.3
14.7
0.5
3.2
0.5
38.5

33.6
18.9
11.7
5.5
2.3
2.6
25.4

16.7
16.7
33.3
11.1
0.0
0.0
22.2

26.3
21.1
0.0
0.0
5.3
0.0
47.4

36.4
6.8
6.8
2.3
0.0
0.0
47.7

37.9
18.2
13.6
3.0
1.5
3.0
22.7

Changes to the AFA Policy
Building a safety centre for young
people

67.7

65.4

77.6

65.5

68.8

71.9

50.0

63.2

60.0

75.7

70.3

86.0

81.0

75.0

77.6

88.9

94.8

Overall support for proposals

77.4

68.7

81.3

77.5

76.3

74.7

88.9

68.5

Proposing to increase tax
Requiring landlords to fit smoke
alarms
Requirement to install sprinklers
in domestic new builds
Introducing a paid-for HSA for
low-risk households
Paid-for HSA Scale:
Between £10 and £15
Between £15 and £20
Between £20 and £25
Between £25 and £30
Between £30 and £35
More than £35
Should not have to pay
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99.5

98.9

97.9

52.1

45.1
100.
0

46.1

75.0

82.4

68.9

41.5

46.9

47.3

42.1

27.4
10.7
20.2
7.1
3.6
3.6
27.4

28.2
16.5
15.5
3.9
2.9
2.9
30.1

34.4
20.6
9.4
1.7
3.3
0.6
30.0

34.9
15.1
10.5
1.2
2.3
2.3
33.7

31.7
17.4
13.3
3.8
2.9
1.4
29.5

71.2

66.6

75.4

73.4

59.4

71.8

77.8

68.2

70.1

76.4

78.7

79.2

76.4

75.6

74.2

71.3

75.5

78.2

84.8

75.7

55-64

Not
disabled

18-24

98.3

100.
0
50.0

Disabled

Under 18

100.0

Valuing the service

65+

Female

96.2

Least supportive (%)

Cheshire
West and
Chester
96.2

Cheshire
East

Male

Disability

Warrington

Age

Halton

Most supportive (%)

95.1

It should be noted that some respondents preferred not to declare their gender, age or whether or not they were disabled.
Therefore the table reflects levels of support among only those who chose to complete the equality monitoring questions. Caution
should be used when using these results as a comparison between age groups and the scale of charging for Home Safety
Assessments given the low number of responses in some categories.
With regards to ethnicity, religion and sexual orientation, only a very small number of respondents belong to individual groups. The
scope for error is therefore too great to compare their levels of support in percentage terms to that of other groups.
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9.2 Staff
A total of 133 individual staff responded to the consultation from the following
departments and locations.
Respondents by department

n=121
How respondents described their primary role

n=121
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Where respondents are based for the greatest proportion of their time.

n=121
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10. Media relations, press coverage and use of social media
10.1 Engaging the media
Press Releases
The Service issued two press releases during the consultation period. The
first release was issued to mark the formal launch of the consultation and
provided a summary of the proposed changes in the IRMP.
The second release was issued towards the end of the consultation, informing
people of the forthcoming deadline for submitting responses and encouraging
people to respond prior to the close of the consultation.
Copies of both press releases are included at the end of this section. The
distribution lists for both releases are detailed below, split by media type:
Radio stations
BBC Radio Manchester
Radio Warrington

Dee 106.3
Wire FM

Newspapers and other media
Chester Chronicle
Chester Leader /
Standard
Crewe Chronicle
Macclesfield Express
Northwich Guardian

Orbit News

Runcorn/Widnes World
Warrington Worldwide
Winsford Guardian

Sandbach Chronicle
www.wilmslow.co.uk

Heart FM

Congleton Chronicle
Manchester Evening
News
Runcorn and Widnes
Weekly News
Warrington Guardian
Wilmslow Express

10.2 Partner Publications
The Service utilised space in partner publications to promote the consultation.
Promotional articles were included in the December issues of Cheshire West
and Chester‟s „Talking Together‟ residents‟ magazine and Halton Borough
Council‟s „Inside Halton‟ magazine.
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PROMOTING THE CONSULTATION: Articles promoting the IRMP consultation in
Inside Halton, Cheshire West and Chester Talking Together,

10.3 Social media
In addition to the roadshows, the Service utilised its Facebook, Twitter and
Google+ channels (shown below) to widen the reach of messages promoting
the consultation. The Service‟s Facebook page currently has more than 2,300
people who „like‟ it, more than 10,000 people follow the Service‟s Twitter feed
and 293 people are so far signed up to Google+.
Using Facebook
The Service made use of its Facebook account to raise awareness of the
consultation and promote the roadshows that were held in each of the
locations across Cheshire.
The table below lists the date and content of all consultation posts on the
Service‟s Facebook page, which received a total of xx „likes‟ and xx
comments:
Date and content of consultation posts on the Service’s Facebook page
Date
Content of post
th
24 September
Have your say on the plans for 2014/15 for Cheshire
2013
Fire and Rescue Service
th
30 September
Cheshire residents are being invited to share their
2013
views on Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service‟s plans for
the future
4th October 2013
Our twelve week consultation on our draft integrated
risk management plan (IRMP) for 2014/15 is now
underway and will last until Monday 16th December.
This plan contains a list of proposals and plans for
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service over the next twelve
months.
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9th October 2013
6th November 2013

Make sure you have your say on our proposals for
2014/15
Make sure you have your say on our proposals for
2014/15

Twitter
Regular „tweets‟ were posted onto the Service‟s Twitter page, with each post
tagged with a # hashtag and also containing a link to the consultation page on
the Service website.
Tweets on the Service’s Twitter page
Date
Content of tweet
24th September
Have your say on the plans for 2014/15 for Cheshire
2013
Fire and Rescue Service
30th September
Have your say about @CheshireFire's plans for the
2013
future
2nd October 2013
Have your say about @CheshireFire's plans for the
future
4th October 2013
Make sure you have your say on our proposals for
2014/15
9th October 2013
Make sure you have your say on our proposals for
2014/15
6th November 2013 Make sure you have your say on our plans for 2014/15
Use of the Service’s website
A page was created on the Service‟s website
(www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/consultation) which summarised the ways in which
people could have their say, provided a full and summary draft IRMP for
download and a link to the online public survey.
Key statistics relating to visits to the website are as follows:
Website traffic relating to the consultation
Visits to www.cheshirefire.gov.uk from
September 23rd to December 16th 2013
IRMP page views
Summary IRMP PDF downloads
Draft full IRMP PDF downloads

Page views

Unique visitors

303,064

70,392

549
151
165

424
131
149

Online promotion
Where applicable, stakeholders such as town/parish councils, local area
forums and various networks were asked to raise awareness of the
consultation amongst the individuals who interact with them. For example,
town and parish councils were asked to promote the consultation in their local
newsletters, notice boards and websites.
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PROMOTING THE CONSULTATION: Promoting the
consultation on the Poynton Town Council website.
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Press release issued 30th September

Sadler Road, Winsford, Cheshire, CW7 2FQ, Tel: 01606 868821, E-Mail:
corporatecommunications@cheshirefire.gov.uk, Web:
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk

Cheshire residents are being invited to share their views on Cheshire
Fire and Rescue Service's plans for the future.

The Service has launched a draft version of its Integrated Risk Management
Plan (IRMP) for 2014/15. This annual action plan sets out how Cheshire Fire
Authority intends to address some of the challenges it will face in the coming
year.
Cllr John Joyce, the Chair of the Fire Authority, said: "I would encourage
residents to get involved with this consultation and share your views about the
direction of the Service. We had a great response to last year’s consultation
and are hoping that this will repeated. The feedback you provide really helps us
to shape the future of your fire and rescue service.”
Feedback from last year’s consultation will feature in the Service’s Annual
Report, which will be delivered to every home in Cheshire over the coming
weeks.
This consultation will aim to get people’s views on a range of issues such as:
• The Service’s plans to potentially introduce a paid for Home Safety
Assessment for low risk households
• The potential development of a Safety Centre for young people
• Making it a legal requirement for private landlords to fit long life smoke
alarms in their properties
• Make it a legal requirement for sprinkler systems to be fitted in all new
domestic buildings in England
• Plans to reduce the Service’s attendance at false alarms.
Paul Hancock , Chief Fire Officer for Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service,
explained: "We maintain a strong focus on both the safety of our communities
and our firefighters. I would really like people to get involved with this
consultation and share their thoughts about the direction we are planning to
take as a Service.”
If you would like to have your say you can do so by visiting
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk where the full draft plan can also be viewed. People
could also call 01606 868305 and request a printed copy of the questionnaire
For further press information, interviews or photographs please contact 01606
868305.
Ends
NOTES TO EDITORS
To download a copy of the draft IRMP and for further information on the
consultation and Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service's four year strategy, visit:
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 – summary IRMP, consultation survey and Annual
Report
The summary document was available from the Service‟s website and intranet
and hard copies were given out with the questionnaire and a response
envelope. The survey was also handed out at the roadshows and was
accessible through the Service‟s website. The Annual Report was sent to
488,000 households in Cheshire.
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Appendix 2 – Partners and stakeholders communicated with
The following pages document each of the stakeholders the Service
communicated with throughout the consultation process.
Representative Bodies and Organisations
Cheshire and
Warrington Local
Enterprise Partnership
Cheshire Members of
the European Parliament
Fire Officers Association

Cheshire Association of
Local Councils
Cheshire Members of the
House of Lords
UK Youth Parliament

Cheshire Members of
Parliament
Fire Brigades Union
UNISON

Town and Parish Councils
Acton, Edleston &
Henhull

Adlington

Alderley Edge

Alpraham

Alsager

Alvanley

Antrobus
Ashton Heyes
Backford and District
Beeston
Bollington
Brereton
Bulkeley & Ridley

Appleton
Aston
Barnton
Betchton
Bosley
Brindley & Faddiley
Bunbury

Arclid
Aston-by-Budworth
Barrow
Bickerton & Egerton
Bostock
Broxton and District
Burland

Byley

Calveley

Choldmondeston &
Wettenhall
Church Lawton

Cholmondley and
Chorley
Church Minshull

Capenhurst and
Ledsham
Chorley

Coddington and
District
Crewe Green
Cuddington (Malpas)

Comberbach

Congleton

Croft
Cuerdley

Darnhall
Dodcott-cumWilkesley
Dunham on the Hill
and Hapsford

Davenham
Doddington and
District
Dutton

Crowton
Culceth and
Glazebury
Delamere
Doddleston and
District
Eaton

Elton
Gawsworth

Farndon
Goostrey

Great Budworth
Halebank
Haslington

Great Warford
Handforth
Hassall

Churton

Foulk Stapleford
Grappenhall and
Thelwall
Guilden Sutton
Hankelow
Hatherton and
Walgherton
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Aldford,
Saighton and
District
Anderton with
Marbury
Ashley
Audlem
Barthomley
Birchwood
Bradwall
Buerton
Burtonwood
and
Westbrook
Chelford
Christleton
Clotton
Hoofield
Cranage
Cuddington
Daresbury
Disley
Duddon
Eaton,
Eccleston and
Claverton
Frodsham
Great
Boughton
Hale
Hartford
Hatton
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Helsby

Henbury

High Legh

Holmes Chapel
Ince
Knutsford

Hough and Chorlton
Kelsall
Lach Dennis

Huntington
Kingsley
Lea By Backford

Little Leigh

Little Warford
Lower Withington

Lyme Handley

Lymm

Little Stanney and
District
Lower Peover
(Nether Peover)
Malpas

Higher
Hurdsfield
Huxley
Kingsmead
Little
Budworth
Littleton

Manley

Marston

Marton

Mere

Middlewich

Millington

Mollington

Moore

Minshull Vernon &
District
Moston

Marbury &
District
Mickle
Trafford and
District
Mobberley

Mouldsworth
Nether Alderley

Moulton
Newbold Astburycum-Moreton

Nantwich
Newhall

Norley
Odd Rode

North Rode
Ollerton and Marthall

Northwich
Penketh

Peover Superior

Pickmere

Poulton and Pulford

Rope
Rushton

Poulton with
Fearnhead
Puddington and
District
Rostherne
Sandbach

Plumley with Toft
and Bexton
Poynton

Shavington-cumGresty
Snelson
Spurstow

Shocklach Oviatt
and District
Somerford
Stapeley & District

Siddington

Stretton
Swettenham
Tattenhall and
District
Tiverton and Tilstone
Fearnall

Styal
Tabley
Thornton-le-Moors

Sutton
Tarporley
Threapwood
Twemlow

Utkinton
Waverton

Tushingham,
Macefen and
Bradley
Walton
Weaverham

Whitley
Winsford
Worleston & District

Willaston
Winwick
Wrenbury-cum-Frith

Wilmslow
Wistaston
Wynbunbury

Lostock Gralam

Preston Brook

Rainow
Rowton
Sandymoor

Sound & District
Stockton Heath

Wardle
Weston & Basford
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Mottram St.
Andrew
Neston
No Man's
Heath and
District
Oakmere
Peover
Inferior
Pott Shrigley
Prestbury
Rixton with
Glazebrook
Rudheath
Saughall and
Shotwick Park
Smallwood
Sproston
Stoke &
Hurleston
Sutton
Tarvin
Tilston
Upton-byChester and
District
Warmingham
Whitegate and
Marton
Wincham
Woolston
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Public sector organisations
Cheshire Constabulary

Cheshire East Council

Cheshire Probation
Service
Eastern Cheshire GP
Commissioning
Consortium
NHS South Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning
Group
Warrington Clinical
Commissioning Group

Cheshire West and
Chester Council
Halton Borough Council

North West Ambulance
Service NHS Trust

Cheshire Police and Crime
Commissioner
Cheshire Youth Offending
Service
Halton Clinical
Commissioning Group
Warrington Borough
Council

West Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group
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Appendix 3 – Public comments received via the consultation
survey
At the end of the survey respondents were asked if they wished to make any
further comment on the proposals in question. The following section includes
public comments that were received. There were 117 additional comments
made in total, 16 of which stated that the respondent wished to make no
further comment or had no further opinion.
Changes to the AFA Policy and Sprinkler Campaign


Q8 - is not a auto fire alarm operated when no one is on the premises
so that means no one is around to make a follow up call! What is the
fire service for if you don't go out when an alarm is given!



Re Q8, since the majority of calls are valid, I question the propsed to
make a confirmation call. If the split was 50/50 then perhaps this
proposed would be justified.



Not sure about Q8 it could save lives.



My only concern is regarding commercial premises but then I'm not
sure how many false alarms are as a result of faulty automated alarms.
Sprinkler systems in domestic buildings seems like an unnecessary
move, if they malfunction peoples homes could be ruined.




Q8 - 'strongly support' - if premises staffed - 'strongly oppose' premises vacant/unmanned"



Having worked @ old Cheshire CC Highways for over 20 years, I
experienced many visits by fire crews that were a total waste of their
time re Q8. A brilliant idea !!



Q8 What about schools? they don‟t always have staff available to
phone and evacuations. The School has to be top priority



**Q5 - except in high rise flat. Extra fire stations in areas mentioned is a
good idea. Being closer to all the motorways is good for attending
incidents on the motorways and also a faster way to get around the
boundaries of Warrington which gets grid locked.



Requirements for fitting sprinklers etc not a good idea when existing
building such as schools etc do not have to.

Community Safety, HSA Charging and Young People’s Safety Centre


Children should be educated through media or at school from they are
young. Help should be given us old people charges should not add to
them as a burden.
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Home safety assessment and fire alarm should be free for all
household. This should help fire services prevent fire accident and
improve people safety.



Stop spending money on pointless surveys & safety centres. Thus
keeping taxation levels steady. Thanks



I don't agree with charging for a home safety assessment or the fitting
of smoke alarms.



Q10 – UNANSWERED. Regarding Q7 Home Safety Assessments
should be done on or before moving into a home/or new home &
charged together with valuation charges & legal fees payment (b/w £10
to £15).



More home safety knowledge for general people also every house
should provide smoke alarms.



Anything to improve fire safety should not been charge, like fire alarm
fives safety for people therefore reduce fire accident.



Q7 - But if you have to 'Between £10 and £15'
Q11 - Need more publicity on what is on offer in the community part of
the fire station. Need to also be more transparent on how to be a
cadet.



More education is needed on this for the youngsters along with
schools, nursery, college etc. More awareness needed especially for
the elderly people. Everybody should have a basic training and
knowledge of what to do. That would save lots life and time for the fire
brigade staff.



Q6 - We have been saying for past 7+ years free alarms, free HSA,
alarms look after for life. CFRS is going back on its word. May be a
case if multiple visits i.e. more than 1 every 3 years.
Q11 - Be sympathetic to staff who will have their working lives altered.



There have more than enough publicity notices concerning HSA.
Q7 The public should buy their fire alarms from stores or the fire rescue
service should check them at no extra cost. We pay enough taxes in
this country already.



Q9 - better to have a vehicle trailed behind a fire engine to go to
schools.
Q11 - Stall in public thoroughfare is fine at half term, your target is
young people - so need more visual impact of results of accident damaged car/motorbike - charred cooker/washing machine etc - come
to Treacle Market, Barnaby Parade.
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I support anything that helps young people to become aware of real
issues and that helps people to be safe. I benefited greatly from the
home safety assessment. I do not think however that these services
should be paid for as this will lead to more casualties connected to
back of financial resources or funds for these services should be made
available from the government



I would like Cheshire fire to return to basics. I don‟t believe it is in the
interest of Cheshire fire to have safety centres.



The fire staff do a great job and help people loads, you should do a
centre for young people who can get advice how fire is a danger and
what it can cause to you.



The plans will result in significant change for some areas. I think it is
important to support this with ongoing local communications to
demonstrate progress against the expected targets. Charging for home
safety assessments requires further definition of high & low risk
households



Is it possible to look at the cost of supplying carbon monoxide alarms
plus a charge for supplying & fixing them. As regards the young
peoples safety centre I think this is a great idea and should stress the
dangers that fires can cause.



All buildings should be fitted with smoke alarms and carbon monoxide
detectors free of charge. These should be provided by the goverment.
If proposed a charge should be necessary then add a small amount to
services charges on rented property, which should then be donated to
the local fire stations.



It would be a good idea to visit schools& give these questionnaires for
pupils to bring home. I support anything that helps to save lives and
prevent deaths.



If people are careful and spend more money keeping a low fire risk,
why charge them? I think a self inflicted fire call out should be charged.



Q9. What location at what cost to the tax payer-only a few young
people would benefit.



Young people should be taught at school instead of money being spent
at tax-payers expense when they should be taught basic fire safety at
school.



**Q7 - Free to OAP
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The service to Cheshire from c.f.r.s is excellent. If there is a charge for
fire safety assessment at home, it is a concern that residents may not
use the service . However, the service needs to be cost effective. Still a
number of properties without smoke alarms.
Station at Neston is necessary, due to amount of residential properties
having been built recently, also m53/m56 station. Overall think
Cheshire fire and rescue and it‟s staff provide efficient ,excellent
service to Cheshire residents.



In support of safety centre if free for young people to access or only a
small charge less than £5 as it can be very expensive if you have
multiple children.



If charges are made for the Home Assessment & fitting of smoke
alarms this would leave many households dis-advantaged in financial
priorities especially the elderly and those with children



Q6 - What is the difference between high and low risk? I agree with
what is being proposed. The fire service is needed and I do support
their goals. It is necessary to know if I have a fire problem, help is just
minutes away. Fire is not to be taken lightly.



Q6 - <£10
Q8 - Warehouses should be included in automatic response scheme
Q9 - Rest use community centre rather than dedicated building
Q11 - I think using leaflets in all household in area in multiple language
and five hints how to prevent death with small fire at home would be
most welcome.

Council Tax / financial comments


Q7 - If council tax get 1.0% increase then no I don't think you should
have to pay at all. But if tax is not increased then I would not mind
paying towards assessment
Q11 - I'm still concerned about Halton provision as new bridge is
beginning and it will be more chaos.



All proposals should be funded by central government not by local
authorities increase in council tax



I feel that it's unfair to add extra expenses onto public, funding for fire
safety etc. should be better funded from local authorities. Stronger
awareness to public in general is important to reduce the risks or fire
etc.



I don't like Cheshire Fire Authority's proposal to increase it‟s council tax
by 1.99% in 2014/15.
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I am sure all the proposals put forward have been thought through and
well planned. Increase in council tax is a worry for me. The fire
service is a very good service.
If people are paying council tax they should not have to pay extra. All
people are at risk if there is a fire. People have things going on in their
lives where they may not open to commercial premises due to
circumstances so may not be there when they should be. This means if
a fire breaks out when they are not there 9-5pm do you just not attend.
They have AFAS for a reason.



Extra Money should not be used to take on more managers or increase
their wages and pensions.



Start saving not wasting money free mugs?? Now you want to charge
us more. Honestly you are a public service - serve!!



Too much about generating cash than protecting the public.



All residents pay through community charge for services locally.



Stripped back the plans clearly demonstrate reductions in funding partly justified by the fall in incidents. However, one wonders about
personnel commitment when crewing/hours are so reduced. Also, this
is a service which must be provided & has a large element of
unpredictability. Cutting ""to the bone"" is a worrying development".



Re: Q3 Not sure whether such an increase would affect overall council
tax as paid per individual, or if increase would result from re-allocation
of resources.
Re: Q6/7 Not sure how level of risk is assessed but I think where
provided HSA's should not attract a charge other than cost of the
device itself.
Re: Q9 Why specifically for young people?

Comments on the Emergency Response Review


Glad to hear that Lymm will have a new fire station.



It would have been useful if you could have given some data regarding
the possible reduced response time when reducing the service offered
from day crewed to on-call, as the answer to some questions could be
different if the response time is reduced.



Do not agree with the plans for Macclesfield and Knutsford. It is
ludicrous that Knutsford is to be completely on call and Macclesfield is
not to be staffed at night.



I fear that any over reliance of the support vehicle which is motorway
based it could result in poor response times, or worst still no shows if
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there is a serious motorway accident arriving at the same time as a bin
fire in one of the towns or more than one fire.


Education of fire / home safety needs to increase in Crewe as they
have a large polish population and if trained may not need? Congleton
is often used for Junction 17 accidents and as central 2nd engine
should not be removed.



Would like to see effect on response times on implementation of on-call
manning shown in summaries of projects & proposals distributed to
general public.



Changing the shift to 12hrs, will have a negative and damaging effect
on family relationships and may cause the break down of a family.
Children should be able to see there Mum and Dad for evening meals
and at breakfast as this plays an integral role in a child's up bringing
and family bond. Reducing to only a crew of four on a fire engine
sounds irresponsible and dangerous. An OIC should be in-charge of an
incident and standing back from it to over see it, not putting up ladders
and running out hose. You are putting the safety of firefighters at a
much higher risk which is dangerous, and could leave to more injuries
and possibly worse.
You have stated about making new fire station but you are reducing the
amount of fire engines which are covered by full time and replacing
with on-call firefighters. The on-call fire fighters only do one evening of
training, compared to your full-time fire fighter who train a lot more and
also in specialised skill set areas. This I believe means your on-call fire
fighters are not at the same level of knowledge and experience and
rather more just covering the cracks! Having no standard response
time for a 2nd pump? Is this true, as it seems pretty absurd, you‟re
trying to provide a 'service' not, we'll attend when we can.
You‟re spreading your service to thinly across the county, I hate to say
it but you‟re setting yourselves up to fail. And scarily, you probably
won't make any changes for the better until something serious
happens!



You say that all fire engines will have 4 firefighters on them. Does this
include Warrington who will be down to only one fire engine? If so will
this crew be able to deal with a house fire effectively before a second
fire engine arrives? This seems dangerous considering the poverty in
the area (Dallam, Bewsey, Orford, Longford etc).



Don't think you should move second fire engine to Neston. Leave
crewing as it is.



I would prefer to see the Congleton station as a manned station.
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Ellesmere Port is a high risk industrial area and would not like any
changes to the station. I.e. OCTEL (INNSPEC) have highly reduced
there own fire service.



Oppose removal off second pump at Runcorn.



Oppose loss of whole time second pump at 05 Runcorn.



Removing full time fire engines can only be a bad move, also I don't
think you should be spending ,money on interactive road show vehicles
at the same time as removing full time fire engines.

Comments supporting the Plan overall


"Strongly support" on the basis that it will have received
comprehensive scruntiny from the elected representitives. as a person
ignorant of most of the facts it is difficult to come to any other
conclusion.



Good ideas.



I would give you full support in all aspects of your survey.



Any plans you make to improve our services and not loose them has
got to be good for the community. Because it is very reassuring to
know you are just around the corner. So a big THANK YOU from a
member of the community you keep safe.
D. Morris



More fire stations good! Moving fire appliances to smaller men stations
not good. Stations need stability of man power too much out-manning
can cause problems. Don't be too PC just do the job.



I think all the plans are a great idea as they will hopefully safe you all a
lot of time and also a lot of people's lives.



No issue - seem sensible proposals.



Strongly back all your recommendations.

Comments opposing the Plan overall


Q10 - Not sure and Oppose?

General comments


The plans look like all has been taken discussed in details.
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Fire Service is the most important over all for all age groups. we will
never know until we need the service.



It's good that there is an opportunity for public consultation on the
future of the fire service, thanks.



On call staff would increase time fire engine crew would get to a fire
increasing loss of life and damage.



Does not cover fire risks in woodland etc. e.g. in Petty Pool wood
(Whitegate-Northwich) large piles of offcut wood following removal of
mature trees for timber. These reject piles in many cases form
""strings"" is this a fire risk which could endanger - the whole wood, the
sewage plant and possibly houses. Please Inspect.



I would like my local fire service to sell fire/smoke alarms so I knew
they were recommended.



You are doing a good job keep up the service.



Not sure what the term on call staff means. If it means volunteers has
the plan considered that the new plans for the army also calls for
thousands of volunteers and if that is the case would the type of people
required be limited by suitability from what may be a limited pool.



Although fully aware of the dangers that fire crews face a being as
being full of admiration for them, I would not support any strike action
as everyone is having to make financial cutbacks.



Q7 - don't like to say. You do a good job, so the more you make it safer
the lives we save.



As long as people are safe & response is just as quick there should be
no problem.



Just keep the work going, great job being done. Have not read the
IRMP at this stage. You do a fantastic job keep up the good work and
thanks for being there. Just keep up the good work. Thank you all!



This is an amazing home/office/public service provided by people
whom risk their lives to save others on a day to day basis! It would be
fantastic if everyone committed & showed their support for our fire
fighters.



It is important that we retain our local Fire and Rescue Service. 20
years ago I needed your services for a house fire and received
wonderful services and support from the crew (L'pool) who attended.
We must protect our emergency services.
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A young volunteer ? that you could recruit in later years.



Restrict the sale on fire works to only organisations for organised
displays.



Your fire services is very good.



Where would we be without you Fire people!



In the summary of proposals for 2014/15 there are 2 histograms,
please indicate separate data for bonfire night related data as a % of
total data for each histogram. This would I suspect indicate the primary
activity for young people's safety and in an appropriate would be put in
place.



You‟re amazing :)



Does all these things apply to church premises.



Not sure about proposal under Halton. Not sure what sexual orientation
has to do with fire safety.



You do a fantastic job keep it up! I hope to join the team one day.



Anything that helps to save peoples lives must be good.



Hope the changes don't mean we loose any of the current highly
trained fire fighters!
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Appendix 4 – Staff comments received via the consultation
survey
At the end of the survey respondents were asked if they wished to make any
further comment on the proposals in question. The following section includes
staff comments that were received. There were 64 additional comments made
in total.
Crewing / shift changes


My overall concerns are with riding 4 on the fire engines and changing
the shift patterns.



Reducing staffing levels on fire appliances will put fire fighter and public
safety at risk, and the task analysis that has been done is inadequate.
Moving to a new shift that is totally against the will of the workforce,
especially after they have been fully engaged and participated in the
working groups is not the actions of a modern employer and will lead to
a disenchanted and undervalued workforce. The service is top heavy
with middle manager officers, quite how we can justify having the
current number of station managers compared to other fire services is
incredible. Also why are station managers not on a T & A turnout like
the on call, the 20% allowance is not value for money and these
savings could help offset the funding cut and help protect frontline
services.
I understand that the reason for changing to 12hour shifts is to aid
productivity. I thought that as a wholetime firefighter I was doing well in
my job, I meet all my operational requirements and meet all of my fire
safety targets at the present time, and so don‟t see a need to change
shifts as it saves no money. Surely a better option would be to maintain
the popular 9-15 shifts which promote a healthy family balance for
those with young children. This would also encourage a happier
motivated workforce which would in turn aid productivity. A
demoralised and de motivated workforce is a massive factor in
productivity. I can vouch for that first hand having served in the military.
With the location of Crewe being surrounded by on-call stations,
dropping to one pump with 4 firefighters is surely unacceptable. I
appreciate that the on-call do a great job and give a very good amount
of cover but due to the very nature of on-call it can never be 100%
available and with a 10 minute turnout time being mentioned this can
only be a bad thing. We try to get the importance to the public that
minutes count whilst conducting HSA's, and a couple of minutes during
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a house fire can be the difference between safe and disaster. It now
seems that we are doing full circle and saying that it is what we are
prepared to accept. The number of fire calls dropping down to me
doesn‟t warrant these actions either. I have 15 years no claims on my
car insurance, this doesn‟t mean that I now no longer need insurance.
The dropping of fire calls must also mean that we as firefighters have
been doing our job correctly and in a beneficial manner with respect to
fire safety.


Downgrading of the ridership factors will compromise FF and public
safety.



Dropping down to 4 will put us under too much pressure and not allow
us to fulfil our basic roles and if we are getting rid of second pumps (
dangerous) wouldn‟t it be beneficial to keep the 5th rider.
Response times will only increase the severity of fires we go to. Putting
so much on retained FF will not work as has been proven with
Wilmslow and Birchwood. Changing the shift pattern feels like a
punishment and would not increase safety a production would only
further push morale down to an all time low, considering all we are
going through (pensions, station moves, station losing pumps)
I personally think we would destroy a service that I am proud to be in
and care a lot about by not giving a service to be proud of.



Currently there is an adequate fire station at Stockton Heath that
seems to provide effective fire cover for the area. Lymm Services are
only 3.2miles away, so how would building the new Lymm station and
keeping Stockton Heath empty most of the time be cost effective? Will
you be renting the empty building out to other agencies to gain revenue
(i.e. Police/Ambulance) and how has the local community responded to
this? In addition, Knutsford fire station is 9.5 miles from Lymm so how
would response times be met if there was a domestic property house
fire on the other side of Knutsford and is the ""old"" station being left
empty too? I feel that Stockton Heath and Knutsford stations will be
relying on ""on call"" personnel so what would happen if recruitment in
these affluent areas fail, which is a strong possibility?
There seems to be a large push for ""on call"" staff but how well trained
and competent will these fire fighters be? Surely a fire fighter training
once a week (probably with another day job) will not be as suitable for
the task as a full time fire fighter that has vast experience and
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continued training - this seems unsafe to the community and the ""on
call"" personnel themselves. Added to this, is it safe to have only 4 fire
fighters initially attending incidents?
The proposed Safety Centre seems like a positive step however, do
fire fighters at Stockton Heath & Knutsford not educate schools and
young people currently? As I am aware that they attend schools talking
on fire safety/road safety, hold RTC driver engagement days, run
schemes such as respect and hold annual open days to showcase all
aspects of safety within the community. With this in mind how cost
effective will this Safety Centre be and is it really needed?
In all, it seems as though fire cover will be spread thinner over larger
areas and the gaps filled with in experienced fire crews. I look forward
to see how it all pans out. Cheers for giving me the opportunity to air
my views.


The reduction in operational crews on one pump stations to FOUR is
wrong, inefficient and will lead to more dangerous conditions and
situations for firefighters. It also restricts operational crews when
dealing with minor incidents. The publics‟ perception of what we do
when we turn up at an incident will lead to disappointment resulting in a
worse service be provided.



Riding four on any front line fire appliance compromises fire fighter
safety, on one pump stations it is wrong and negligent. In my view it will
result in an increase in fire fighter deaths. When will fire fighter safety
be put before saving money and the government be told enough is
enough?



In a time of austerity for the country, and in a time when the Fire
Service is being cut not only here but nation wide too, I feel it
inappropriate to be building new fire stations and now is not the time to
making statements by building an interactive centre. From the front line
perspective, our safety is being compromised firstly by proposals to
ride with only 4 people on each engine and secondly to increase
attendance times; where potentially an emergency situation could be
worsened, given the time delay. Shining new boots, flow meters and
the like and saying we have better kit, goes in no way to replace that
5th rider, it's just cheaper! We are then told about proposals to charge
low risk households for fire safety advice and fitting alarms ,CFA
borrowing up to £8 million to part fund new stations, when we are
looking at having to make savings (cuts) of at least £7 million and
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possibly more over the coming 5-6 years. Incredulous that we are even
'planning' to do such things when firstly we are a cat 1 responder to
emergencies, we seem to have forgotten why we are here.
We have done amazing work in our communities at driving down risk to
people in their homes, but the risk is still there, calls have gone down,
but the risk will never disappear. An old financial statement once read
that past performance should never be an indicator for future need,
(shame the financial institutions never read it). I genuinely fear for the
welfare of our frontline staff and the public we are here to protect
should this plan be put through. Change is not a bad thing in any
organisation, but the worst driver for change should and must not be
for budgetary constraints. Enough is enough!


I do not believe the reductions in wholetime duty personnel across the
service are based on risk but on financial constraints, which is wrong.
The reduction in crewing levels to 4 on an appliance will, in my opinion
lead to a slower time in resolving incidents and will compromise both
fire fighter and community safety, as will the increase in turn out times
for on-call duty system employees.



Shifts:
It looks like 12 hour shifts are the managements preferred option. I
strongly object to them. If implemented, they will lead to a very
unhappy operational workforce which will lower productivity. THERE IS
NO FINANCIAL SAVINGS!
Increased productivity! No Chance! We're not a factory making
widgets. We are an emergency service. What are you going to do?
Invent work.. We have met every target proposed. If there is more
work needed to to done, tell us and we'll do it and we'll manage it.
It's embarrassing that a productivity calculator has been used that is
not specific to the Fire and Rescue Service and the nature of our
occupation.
Leave the shifts alone. They are family friendly. They keeps the
workforce happy and this in turn leads to firefighters having pride in
their work and setting high standards.



The shift review will not save money! it is felt that trying to change to 12
hour shifts is just about reducing the rest period in the evening, this is
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not a way of getting people on side and moving forward as "Team
Cheshire" it is just getting people‟s backs up.


I object strongly to reducing crewing levels to 4 which I personally
believe will put firefighters lives at risk and decreases the safety to the
public.
I object to the continual miss use of statistics in forcing forward the
proposal to reduce pumps. Cheshire may well have a 40% reduction in
fires but you still need the correct resources to put out what ever
number or % of fires, and by increasing the response times to 10
minutes with no set standard for 2 pump attending will increase the
pressures on the incident commanders to react at incidents outside
protocols due to peer pressures of the publics watch full eyes.
Pressure should be directed back to the government to help fire
authorities protect there communities not hinder them. When is enough
enough. And ultimately who is responsible when it does go wrong and
all these changes fail us badly, If people where truly accountable then
half of these decisions wouldn‟t even reach the table. I truly hope I‟m
proven wrong.



I have real concerns in staffing fire appliances with only four
firefighters. We have always made firefighter safety a priority which has
thankfully, kept Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service clear of serious injury
or death. To expect a fire appliance with only four personnel to carry
out the same tasks as a crew of five doesn‟t add up and safety could
well be jeopardised. The same principal applies to increasing fire
appliance attendance times up to ten minutes. You are going to send
an under- resourced appliance to an incident and then have them wait
longer for that all important support. This will not only increase the risk
to firefighters but also the communities we supposed to be serving.



With regard to riding 4 on all appliances throughout Cheshire, when we
had the input at our station it became clear that there will be differing
arrangements at each station ( for example on how hose is rolled,
which crew members carry out which task). Would it not be better for
all stations and watches to be using the same methods in order to
ensure consistency of approach, particularly when firefighters are going
to different stations to for out-duties?



The plan to ride with 4 Fire-fighters across all Stations will compromise
the health & safety of crews
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Still cannot bring myself to agree or accept that four riders on a fire
engine is either safe or acceptable



Most things I agree too. Charging for HSA's is a good idea, this has
recently happened in a neighbouring service and from what I have
heard the public are more than happy to pay. I massively disagree with
riding 4 on fire engines.

Emergency Response Review


I think the plan to build a new fire station less than two miles away from
an existing station a waste of money. I can not see the financial sense
in the cost of building a new station and then having the expense of
running three stations as apposed to two whatever budget the money
comes from it is still money being spent that does not need to be. If as
part of the risk footprint there needs to be better fire cover in that area
then close the original station sell the land then build a new one closer
to where it needs to be using the money obtained from the sale of the
land and keep two pumps there saving some money on the cost of
acquiring land and building the new station and saving the cost of
running a third station.



The service we are providing the people of Cheshire is getting worse
(longer response times, less staff, less appliances). New station plans
are covering up the fact that there will be less appliances available.
Cutting crew numbers to 4 is putting OUR safety & that of the public at
risk at all incidents fires, RTC's, Water (even now we are operating
against our own policy on water). A blanket response of 10 minutes on
80% of the time really? If it is taking on call 5-7 min to arrive at station it
is surely designed to fail. What‟s next a 15min attendance time on
50% of the time? Staff & public are being put in greater risk.



Oppose all plans as consultations with current operational staff are not
listened to, considered or actioned. This includes Penketh station and
downgrading of Widnes to one pump. Ideas have been raised to
management but fallen on deaf ears. Working groups set up for shift
changes for operational staff are a prime example of this.



The plans seems to be based around an untested and unworkable
theory of having less appliances available for immediate response and
relying more on firefighters from the Retained Duty System, due to their
patchy availability this system is no where near as reliable as highly
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trained wholetime firefighters that are available 24/7. Also the plans for
locations of new stations seem to demonstrate a lack of knowledge of
the local areas.
M53/M56? this is a quite ridiculous suggestions due to the
configuration of the motorway network around the Cheshire West area,
the ideal places for fire stations are in fact where they currently are now
in Chester and Ellesmere Port, also the proposals for Penketh are not
well thought out, why build a new station 2.5 miles from the existing
Widnes site, it would surely make more sense to build a new station
slightly nearer to Widnes and then close the existing Lacey Street
station giving a two appliance wholetime station on the
Widnes/Penketh boundary whilst actually achieving greater overall
coverage to the Halton and Warrington area with the added bonus of
permanent availability 24/7.


I do not see the value or supposed savings in spending £8 million plus
on a new station at Lymm when the stations it will be replacing are both
community centred and cost effective (with the potential to make
savings with some minor changes). The provision of the safety centre
at the Lymm site appears a bit extravagant in times of austerity,
considering that every station within the county already has community
facilities and are carrying out various high quality community activity.



I oppose any plans to reduce the wholetime cover that is currently
available by either removing appliances (eg Widnes) or replacing them
with On-Call stations/appliances as this will lead to increased turn-out
times and therefore compromise the safety of the public.



Disagree with the changes, reduced pumps and extended turnout
times are going to have an impact on both the public and firefighter
safety. For example, at Crewe fire station there are very few wholetime
pumps close by, therefore it is essential to keep 2 wholetime pumps at
Crewe, as on call can be unreliable in terms of availability, and the road
infrastructure in Crewe makes having an on call pump extremely
difficult for people to get to station in time. Also oppose the shift
changes - will only further demoralise operational staff, and productivity
would barely change anyway - feels like a spiteful decision.



Please find below my Business case against the IRU being stationed at
Lymm.
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I believe that the main reason for the IRU being stationed at Lymm is
so it is close to the motorway networks. For a national incident, the
time it takes for the IRU to be set up and ready, being an extra couple
of minutes closer to the motorway network will not have a detrimental
effect on the incident.
Lymm is going to be an „Operational Response Hub‟ and a huge focal
point for CFRS. The IRU has no link to Tech Rescue and would
increase training hours as it would be a separate training session
massively reducing productivity. Also with the public and children‟s
groups visiting the possible Community Hub on a regular basis and
having a closer incite into the workings of a Tech Rescue station the
IRU again is not linked to Tech Rescue. The vehicle is resource
intensive if used for display purposes with little affect with the younger
generation
If the IRU gets mobilised then Tech rescue would be off the run for
that whole Incident which could possibly be days. In addition the MD4
showers are utilised for Fire-fighter (stage two) decontamination
throughout the county. Training using the IRU will have the same affect
causing long delays to response times and effectively taking the only
Tech Rescue Unit off the run. Same could be said for normal Fire calls
but only a usual 4-5hrs stint before relief crews are ordered.
It will take a huge amount of time for personnel to become competent
on the IRU. This will require training not only in the modules, but also
the Hook Lift and Moffat Mounty fork lift truck, add this to Tech rescue
(Height, Water and Animal) it will result in the 10 minute blanket
response becoming 15-20 minutes due to the appliances being on
delayed most shifts whilst crews train in all these elements.
Having the IRU at Lymm will promote skill fade with Tech Rescue and
IRU competency. The time taken in training with both specials will have
a detrimental effect on each skill. Lymm will be operating with four
watches as opposed to two which will be doubling the amount of Tech
Rescue training required for the station without adding IRU training
which will also be doubled.
Successful applicants for Lymm will possibly be getting additional
training with the Knutsford crews 12 months prior to starting at Lymm
reducing costs hugely. To train an individual to reach „Basic operator‟
will take 6-12 months with no prior knowledge. To train an individual to
„Advanced Operator‟ which is required takes a further 12 months of
intense training. To reach supervisor level requires years of
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experience. All of the above will require consistent and dedicated
training in the area of Tech Rescue and to add IRU to this will water
down the time allocated to Tech Rescue and expertise in this area.
The room required for the IRU at Lymm will require a large foot print.
The same foot print could house 2-3 police cars or Ambulances. The
HART (Hazardous Area Response Team) would lend itself to being
based at Lymm as they have similar skills which would benefit joint
agency working and training this would also create revenue for Fire
Service and be a benefit to the crews.


I think Cheshire needs to be very careful with the extent and speed of
any changes to Fire cover, and adopt a more measured approach, as
an employee I feel that we have a tendency to rush into changes that
could be irreversible.



Don't totally agree with the plan to build a new fire station in Penketh.
Would prefer to keep the appliances at Warrington fire station, so that it
is easier for appliances to get to the more deprived areas of Warrington
and the areas of Warrington where you find that most residents are
aged 60+, these areas include: Orford, Bewsey, Dallam, Longford,
Latchford. All of these areas are much closer to Warrington Fire Station
than Penketh.



Being a Cheshire East resident I continue to be shocked by the lack of
guaranteed fire cover, with Macclesfield going "live" in April. Reducing
appliances at night further (We as On call at 19 will not be able to staff
2 appliances and the HP in the short term) and increasing response
times. The proposed increase in my council tax for the reduced service
will be a bitter pill to swallow, not to mention the increased risk I will
face on a daily basis at work riding 4 with no second pump for 15
minutes. The plans for 2014/15 are a step closer to the strategic
managers vision of CFRS which in my opinion will make Cheshire a
more dangerous place to live and work.I am dissappointed that the
plan makes no mention of the failing system I am working in Wilmslow,
as the public continue to be duped into thinking that an appliance is
always available when this is far from the case, with no proposed
solution to this in the plan this is set to continue but is likely to cost the
people of Wilmslow 1.99% more!



Response will not be the same.
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A member of the public from Alsager raised a concern about the site
proposed for the new station and the ability for on-call staff to make
attendance times due to a rail crossing nearby.



I have spoken to a few residents in Alsager regarding the new fire
station at the old bin depot and the main reaction i received was "isn‟t
this on the wrong side of the railway track". I‟m not personally aware of
the exact location of the old bin depot but i know a busy rail line runs
through the middle of Alsager. From what they were saying you have to
access the site via a level crossing. they were concerned with
response times if the crossing is in operation.



With the on-call fire engines currently only achieving approximately
66% availability, leaving the whole of East Cheshire with only one full
time fire station in Crewe is going to cost lives, and the Fire Authority
will have to accept corporate responsibility for that. Other austerity
measures are available which do not put the residents of East Cheshire
at such great risk, but these do not seem to have been suitably
explored. Using the figures provided in the Draft IRMP, at least 2 fire
engines in East Cheshire will be continuously unavailable during the
hours of darkness.
My elderly parents, who are council tax paying residents of East
Cheshire, are mortified by the prospect of waiting over 20 minutes for a
fire engine in an emergency. The continuation of the proposals would
end up leaving the whole of East Cheshire covered, potentially, by one
single Fire Engine, which (also in line with the draft proposals) may
only have 1 driver, 1 officer, and 2 firefighters on it! It is impossible to
deal with a domestic fire with these resources, and deaths will be the
result.



I would like to se greater use of the On-Call duty system FF's in
providing emergency response.



I am concerned about the reduction of wholetime fire cover in
Cheshire East and the increase in response times in Cheshire,
especially in Macclesfield.



1. Considering putting new fire station at Redsands In Nantwich, what
will be in Crewe?
2. Reducing the manning of fire engines to 5. A one pump station has 5
at this moment in time, so when the 2 pump stations reduces to 1
pump why are there only 4 on the pump. If they are first in attendance it
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could be sometime before an on-call pump arrives, with only 4 people
and persons reported it will put the public let alone the fire crew at risk.
3. Crewe is an isolated station in regards to wholetime stations. Making
it a 1 pump station and the 2nd on call is putting the public at risk as we
are relying on the on-call, when there availability is not allows reliable
and there time to the incident.
4. Considering 12hr shifts is not family friendly. If we had a vote now to
keep our current shifts within the service it would be a strong Yes. With
all the changes why upset a workforce that is going through many
changes, which we now we have to do due to costs, 12hr shifts does
not save money."


The reduction of crew numbers, the blanket response of ten minutes
for one appliance coupled with the slower response time of on-call as
opposed to wholetime and the lack of response time for second
appliances will increase the risk of firefighter injury and put the public at
a far greater risk!



The building of new fire stations is a waste of money. Money could be
saved in other areas, some of which is already planned, riding four on
an appliance, moving second appliances around to cover busy periods
and concentrating on the main functions of a fire and rescue authority,
Fire safety, fire fighting, road safety and other emergencies.
I would like more information as to what is proposed for the possible
site at Redsands in Willaston Nantwich? I would like to know what the
plans for Crewe and Nantwich stations and fire cover would be.





The service would be better off looking where money is overspent for
the output that is given, for example the staffing of a second on call
appliance at Winsford, Northwich, Stockton Heath and Congleton is a
complete overspend for the amount of times that the appliances turn
out.



The argument and unnecessary cost to build fire stations is not
convincing- why not use existing facilities belonging to other agencies
to locate response vehicles where required?
Given the need to make cuts the use of fire service funds to build a
children‟s/young persons centre at Lymm also seems excessive. Why
not use a vehicle and park up at the Warrington Peace Centre and
similar locations around the County to share the resource amongst the
community?
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With the immediate increase of new domestic and business premises
within Great Sankey, Warrington, Penketh Fire Station will be of great
benefit to both Great Sankey and Penketh if suitably sited within these
areas and such, also be able to cover the major link of the nearby M62.
Developing a site away from these areas may be detrimental to the
possible purpose of the station.

Financial


Collaboration with others in future is inevitable - the Authority should be
proactive in seeking to combine and join up services rather than wait to
be dictated to by others such as police and crime commissioners.



I think a closer look at back office costs and collaborative opportunities
with other services in providing back office functions.



Yet again cuts to frontline Fire Fighters spring to mind with the idea of
fitting sprinklers to all new builds and not attending automatic fire
alarms in commercial premises. Although safety to the public is our
main priority, it is not to the detriment of Cheshire's Fire Fighters.



I believe any plans that involve spending large amounts of money
should in the current financial climate not be made, considered or
implemented. I feel that the Fire and Rescue Service seems to be
losing track of its core requirement i.e. to respond to emergencies and
save life and property or provide help to those that need it.



As budgets are now being so tightly managed this seems to me to be
the best use of public finance not spending money in other areas. Also
the proposed changes to the currently Wholetime shift patterns seem
highly unnecessary and should be cancelled.



Although further value for money reviews are not set out in this
particular IRMP, I feel quite strongly that the ones carried out to date
have been nowhere near radical enough. And I speak as a member of
support, not a firefighter with an axe to grind about non-uniformed staff.
I feel the reviews have simply tinkered around the edges of existing
structures, rather than start with a blank sheet, look at current and
future business need and build new, fit-for-purpose functions.
Considerable efficiencies and service improvements could, for
example, been gained from having a single community prevention
department rather than separate CS and CFP teams. Why not have
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one single administration centre for the whole service, rather than
multiple teams who all still do things in very different ways? HR,
communications and finance are functions that could be very easily
shared with police or our local authority partners.
We'll probably end up having to be this radical in three years' time so
why delay the inevitable? All we have now is a collection of
departments that feel like their days are numbered with a really
negative effect on staff morale.


Too many cuts to front line services, i fully accept that the funding cut is
as a result of the actions of central Government and not the fault of
CR&RS but why do we have to try hoodwinking the public and staff into
thinking the service is going to be better when it is not?
Perhaps the title of the IRMP should be something like ""Cheshire Fire
and Rescue Service, doing the best we can with the money we're
given!""
Shift change proposals will drive down morale and impact on our work
life balance, not one person who rides a fire appliance wants grey
days.
Top heavy at SHQ with a skeleton staff on fire stations."



Financial – base of page 2 describes the savings as being „nearly 8m‟,
base of page 6 states „anticipated 8m plus‟ and refers to section 4
which states the savings requirement as being 7.7m. A consistent
figure may ease appreciation.
Typo – health is typed as „heath‟ at base of page 6.
Just a suggestion but pg9 seems to suggest our HSAs are all delivered
from „data obtained through partner agencies‟, 25% of heightened risk
HSAs are now also being completed by receiving high risk referrals
from partner agencies as well as the use of partner data.
The MTFP on p24 though comprehensive uses terminology in the l/h
column that many might not understand; start-up funding, reduction in
taxbase, surplus/deficit on collection fund, start up funding assessment.
The MTFP mentions the total efficiencies required as being 7.7m,
maybe it‟s me but it wasn‟t immediately apparent from the table how
this was arrived at. I did though ascertain that i arrived at it by adding
up the savings line in the MTFP but excluding 13/14. The figure for the
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savings in each year could perhaps be further explained to assist ease
of understanding."


Why are you increasing Council Tax again yet cutting frontline
services? The Operational frontline service is the most flexible arm of
the organisation and has proven itself to be able to carry out every
other function of CFRS over a number of years yet is the one at most
risk, full time frontline firefighters can do everything and did most roles
prior to the large influx of support staff jobs. They are the most reliable,
flexible and adaptable group within CFRS yet are always under threat.
Its all about priorities.



I understand very well that when a budget/funding has been reduced
then savings need to be made. Everyday members of the public may
think that by keeping virtually the same number of fire engines but
changing how they will be staffed will mean fire cover will remain the
same. However, experience says to me that on-call fire stations are
not always available, that is the nature of them. Therefore, having
more fire engines covered in this manner could be deemed as risky. I
live in a station area that will be changed to on-call at night and to be
honest, it makes me feel uneasy.

Charging for Home Safety Assessments and Safety Centre


Are we satisfied that we have the power to charge householders for fire
safety advice and the provision of smoke alarms? The 2004 Act does
not allow us to charge for the provision of equipment pursuant to
section 6 ( the statutory duty to promote fire safety) and the Localism
Act section 18B says we cannot charge for action taken in domestic
premises under section 6 of the 2004 Act.
Not sure that the provision of a safety centre of young people in
Cheshire is a good idea at this time, we already have ambitious plans
for building several fire stations and may not have the resources or
time to do this properly. We should be cautious about taking on
responsibility for all aspects of safety from other agencies, without
suitable safeguards and we should ensure financial contributions are
made by other agencies. Do we have the expertise in all aspects of
safety? Will we inherit staff under TUPE? Is there a market for this? It
must be cheaper and less time consuming for schools if we visit to give
free fire safety talks/ driver engagement than them having to transport
children and staff across the county, when school budgets are already
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tight. In the current climate it may be better to focus on our own core
duties and responsibilities.


I think it's a sticky wicket with regards to saying who we'll charge for
HSAs, and unless funding can be sourced from elsewhere I don't think
this is the time to be building a specific youth engagement site. Having
been a part of the shift working group, and subsequently withdrawn, I
do not support the introduction of 12 hour shifts or the way in which the
SWG was led to believe that they could influence either it or the work
routines to any extent other than the fine details.
Children's centre - capital costs etc - don't feel appropriate in times of
job losses and cuts.



Most of the plans I support with the exception of the Safety Centre. I
don't feel this would be a good use of resources especially with the
VFM reviews and cuts which are generally being made within the
Service.



I feel the Safety Centre is a luxury vanity project. In these times of
austerity I am disappointed that this is even being considered.



I think the Safety Centre is a complete waste of money we do not have.
We engage with our communities in so many ways and yet we want to
build this centre. What exactly happened to the inflatable fire engine?
The one we were ridiculed for buying in the national press?! We spent
a fortune on that and yet now we‟re saying that it doesn‟t meet our
safety needs?! So why did we buy it in the first place?
Yes I agree that we need to encourage safety in the community but
suggesting we charge for HSAs then wasting money on something like
this is like robbing Peter to pay Paul. Why don‟t we invest less money
and increase the number of community engagement initiatives we
do…In the time that FFs are already paid to be in work (and the extra
time they will have by not attending all AFAs). Or find new ways of
engaging with the people this safety centre would target.
If someone believes that this REALLY is necessary, someone actually
believes that spending this money will make our communities safer
(anyone else notice we‟ve had a reduction in incidents without it?! In
fact, of all services in England, only 5 have had a greater reduction in
ADFs than Cheshire over the past 10 years and none of them have a
safety centre either…) then why on earth would we ever make it more
expensive by building it round?! If it really is so desperately necessary,
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then build a standard building. Make it as cheap as you possibly can
because it‟s going to have to go a long way to actually be cost effective
so you might as well spend as little on it as possible.
I will be really disappointed if this centre is built and I don‟t see huge
inroads into decreasing incident volumes and the only way we can
prove this is to track what happens to each individual person who visits
the centre and follow up with them to see if they are ever involved in
incidents in the future and if what they learnt helped them. Or if we ask
each person who visits to tell us, 6 months or a year down the line how
the visit has made them think more about safety. That in itself will be a
costly and time consuming task, adding on more money on to the
money we‟re already wasting on it.


Only concern with the Safety Centre is the timing. It is a brilliant idea
and would keep CFRS in the forefront as a contemporary and dynamic
fire and rescue service providing another valuable prevention strategy
to the public. But is this an appropriate time to be taking out loans to
fund such an expensive project? Also how will the income be
sustained over the longer term? A strategy is needed to work in
collaboration with schools to attract ongoing business. They are
experiencing budget cuts too, how can we be sure they will support this
initiative?



My view is that a community safety centre should be uilt in an area
such as Crewe or Warrington where there is a need. This would assist
it to become a vital part of the Town for the community and our
partners



To spend money on a new safety centre at a time when we need to
save money is madness we already engage with the majority of
children/youth through current community engagements undertaken.



I understand that GM are planning to build a safety centre for young
people.....would it not be economically viable to share their facility
given the reasonably short distance, rather than build our own?



The safety centre seems a luxury when the workforce is being reduced
to make cost savings. Also, young people of today and of the future
need communication and interaction that is quite different to what most
adults might envisage - the rationale for the centre and the expected
outcomes need to be carefully thought through and tested, including
consultation with the target audiences. A more modern tech way of
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engaging may be more appropriate in the digital age - CFRS should
show greater innovation to keep up with the modern world rather than
investing in physical assets.


As previously smoke alarms have been fitted free, I would support a
nominal fee initially to test take-up. The big question is how is someone
going to be assessed as lower risk - this needs to be reviewed carefully
to ensure consistency as various risk criteria are in use in the service
rather than one definitive version and this could be challenged.



The idea of a safety centre seems old-fashioned and not a priority in
times of austerity



I am not convinced there is a sound business rationale for the safety
centre, particularly at a time when budgets are being significantly
squeezed and jobs are being put at risk.

General comments


I feel that the consultation process should have been undertaken prior
to the publishing of this IRMP. This would have allowed staff to interact
with management and arrive at solutions together for change. This
approach should be the best fit to enable staff to „buy in‟ thus
smoothing the transition to change.
Senior management should also challenge funding cuts from central
government with considered arguments in an attempt to ease the cuts.
The current IRMP is driven by the need to cut costs not safety. But
reading the plan this does not come across. Similar savings could be
achieved over a longer period of time through natural wastage of staff,
but this would require central government to reduce the monies cut
from our immediate budget and look at a longer term savings plan. I
believe the service could maintain five riders on an appliance using this
approach, maintaining the current level of service to the community,
but over time requiring fewer appliances. I realise that far more would
have to be done achieve the current savings target but other areas
could be considered. These would include procurement, senior
management posts, flexi pay etc...
Staff consultation through survey is a useful tool, but the questions
always seem weighted to achieve the results CFRS are looking for,
rather than honest feedback.
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I hope that a continued focus on prevention re: RTC and Fire Safety
will remain at the forefront of CFRS action plan.
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Appendix 5 – Partners comments received via the
consultation survey
The following section details the responses that stakeholders submitted via
the consultation survey for partners.


The publicity states that during 2014-15 the Service will review how
draft proposals by Cheshire East Council for emergency services to
have a presence at the former Redsands Children Centre in Willaston,
Nantwich would affect its existing stations at Crewe and Nantwich (on
call station).
Nantwich Town Council strongly opposes any move which would
reduce the effectiveness of the service in Nantwich town. Any
proposed move of the fire station to Redsands is strongly opposed.



I do believe that having a detector gives you peace of mind as I get
from having one



Some of the plans don't seem to be well thought out. Why do existing
buildings such as schools not have sprinklers at the moment?



The sprinkler idea is a disaster waiting to happen. It looks good on
paper but the implementation could be and in my experience will be an
unmitigated disaster. Systems cheap enough to install in homes will be
unreliable. Maintenance wont get done. There will be 'settings off' for
no apparent reason. Damage will result I then see a huge opportunity
for negligence lawyers. The risk analysis would have to be very
convincing for me to support this.
I think the fire service should be very careful about proposals like this
you look like 'safety shroud wavers' people turn off and stop seeing you
as sensible.
Your consultation looks to me on the face of it designed to get you the
answers you want. I am not impressed. Lies damned lies and statistics!
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Appendix 6 – Written responses received from partners and
stakeholders
In addition to the use of the online survey, partners and external stakeholders
were encouraged to provide written responses and comments.
Representative Bodies
Fire Brigades Union
Cheshire FBU – Response to IRMP 11 (2014/2015).
Introduction
The FBU welcomes the opportunity to respond to IRMP 11 consultation.
We have included our response to IRMP 10 as an appendix to this document.
Our response to last years draft IRMP dealt with the majority of the
Emergency Response Proposals contained within IRMP 11 and provided our
observations to the CF&RS document „Fit for the Future‟ and proposals up to
2017. There are a number of questions we asked last year that we are yet to
receive answers particularly where we find the IRMP lacks detailed
information.
We will therefore respond to the proposals that are planned in the Emergency
Response 2014-2015 timescale and any new proposals within IRMP 11.
We understand the estimated cuts of 6 million, is now somewhat dated and
the savings required is in excess of 8 million, mainly due to the reduction in
central funding. We therefore re-iterate our suggestion that we jointly lobby
Government for improved annual settlements as we face a wholly
unacceptable situation and totally unfair situation considering the efficiency
gains and previous cuts to front line services already achieved.
So much for assurances that the front line services will be protected, a 20%
reduction in addition to all the previous savings realised from the emergency
response budget will undoubtedly increase the risk to the communities of
Cheshire. Response times have increased significantly since the abolishment
of national standards, however these will be seen as minimal compared to the
impact from the scale of the cuts proposed.
We have requested information regarding the effect that previous changes to
emergency response have had on such things as response times and how
„Rapid Deployment Procedures‟ are is having to be used. When we receive
this information we should be better placed to gauge the impact of the
proposals for 2013-2014 and beyond.
It should be made clear the current service provided can not be maintained
and everyone should be under no illusions regarding the scale and impact of
these scale of cuts.
Budget
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We believe CF&RS now has reserves of £16 million and staff find it difficult to
comprehend such radical changes being proposed when the Service have so
much resources, 35% of total budget sitting in reserves. To our knowledge
this figure has massively increased in recent years and our members are
struggling with the plans to dramatically reduce the number of firefighters.
This year‟s IRMP gives a breakdown of costs within the total budget of £44.1
million. The staff costs inclusive on operational and non-operational posts
total 76% of budget. We would be interested to see how that figure has been
reduced and what is proposed for the future as historically, staff costs were
attributable to 85-90% within the Fire & Rescue Service.
We took issue the graph in last year‟s IRMP and as it did not reflect the
number of full time firefighter posts that have been replaced with part time
posts. Within the same graph the drop in the number of incidents, did not take
into account the changes to not attending some AFAs, changes to
predetermined attendances and call challenge. Likewise our observations are
similar with this year‟s chart on page 3 showing this downward trend.
Reduced crewing of 4 riders
The FBU has major concerns regarding this proposal and is yet to be
presented with any evidence that would support this reduction and satisfy a
thorough investigation that public and firefighter safety will not be
compromised.
We have recorded our concerns regarding the move to reduce 2 pump
stations from the long standing position of 5 & 4 riders to 4 & 4 riders and
before the full impact of this change can be seen, CF&RS propose to reduce
crewing on wholetime fire appliances to 4 riders only. In the busiest and most
urban areas of Cheshire, within the space of 12 months the situation will
change for crews from arriving with 2 pumps with 9 firefighters to 1 pump with
4 riders.
Crews face the dilemma of strictly adhering to operational guidance and
having to delay intervention at certain types of incident or undertake
intervention outside of guidance with a greatly increased risk.
CF&RS have produced their own Task Analysis document, however we are
waiting for copies of any detailed work that would support this document or
any evidence that this has in any way been evaluated. We have been told
CF&RS‟s Task Analysis was based on the FBU‟s Critical Attendance
Standards (Cast Scenarios) document, with some critical tasks that need to
be carried out immediately firefighters are on the scene, doubled up. i.e The
pump operator/BA Control Operator, this practise has been stopped for many
years or the Officer in Charge running out a covering jet.
The FBU believe our Cast Scenarios have stood the test of time, but we now
accept they are dated and possibly be no longer fit for purpose, due to
changes to operational guidance following a number of firefighter fatalities and
other changes such as aggressive positive pressure ventilation.
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However the principles and methodology are fine and our Task Analysis does
not concur with reduced crewing levels. We note, even within the CF&RS
modified Task Analysis document there are very few scenarios that can be
safely dealt with by a crew of 4 firefighters.
Amongst recommendations from the HSE‟s consolidated report into the Fire &
Rescue Service was for each Fire & Rescue Service to monitor the use of
„Rapid Deployment Procedures‟ and we have requested this information to
see what impact reducing crewing at 2 pump stations to 4 & 4 riders has had
so far.
With single pumps with a crew of 4 riders, then Rapid Deployment will no
longer be the exception at a breathing apparatus incidents, it will be more
than the norm, unless intervention is delayed.
A number of regular occurring scenario‟s i.e. a grill pan on fire, do not always
meet the criteria where Rapid Deployment can be used and therefore crews
will have to wait in these circumstances for back up to instigate the necessary
breathing apparatus control procedures and in the meantime unnecessary fire
damage will occur.
Command & Control of the incident will be compromised as the officer in
charge will in many circumstances need to get involved in the critical tasks
required before crews can safely tackle an incident. This goes against all
recognised command & control guidance, training and years of custom
practise, how can an incident commander be mindful of operations and the
safety of their crew when they will be needed to carry our tasks that have
always been designated firefighter tasks.
As the Fire Cover Review is implemented, then the time taken for any back up
to arrive will be proportionally higher, particularly in the larger populated urban
towns, increasing the occasions, where intervention from a crew of 4, will be
required.
CF&RS is the only Fire & Rescue Service proposing such a dramatic
reduction in this area, not one of our 7 neighbouring Fire & Rescue Services
are proposing to reduce crewing levels to this degree. A fire or other
emergency incident is no different in Merseyside, Lancashire, GMC,
Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire or North Wales, yet wholetime
firefighters in Cheshire will be subjected to this increased risk and the
efficiency to the protection to Cheshire communities will be compromised.
Questions need to be asked; why are these Fire & Rescue Services are not
contemplating this proposal, why is this contrary to any Fire Service manual or
any instruction or guidance given at the Fire Service College.
Loss of firefighter posts
Should all proposals be implemented within the IRMP timetable, it is likely that
in region of 160 to 200 wholetime firefighter posts will have been removed
from the establishment, despite the redeployment of firefighters to the
proposed new stations.
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There will be a 32% reduction in the number of firefighters on duty at any one
time. Since the inception of IRMP wholetime posts have been continuously
reduced, initially in the guise of efficiency to increase spending in other areas
and now to deal with the budget deficit.
As in previous responses there has always been an in-balance with savings
made and certainly it‟s the front line jobs that are taking the brunt of the cuts.
We would be interested to know the exact establishment figures over the past
5 years or more and the envisaged figures going proposed for the next 5
years.
We note within the draft IRMP that operational employees (wholetime & oncall) only equate to 60% of budget, well below historic levels, however once
again this is the area greatest hit and we believe will be reduced by largest
percentage of the cuts.
2nd Pump Response Times
The removal or change of status of 2nd pumps in urban areas, greatly
increases the need for a 2nd pump attendance standard. Since the
abolishment of the National Response standards, CF&RS have refused to
introduce a standard for the full attendance at property fires unlike the majority
of other Fire & Rescue Services. This should be introduced as this is the real
measure of how good our emergency response is and the only way to ensure
the required resources needed to efficiently deal with life risk incidents and
protect our members.
We noted last year that CF&RS have dropped the response standard for a set
number of appliances at large incidents. We questioned this, however in the
future to achieve the same number of firefighters attending large incidents, a
greater number of appliances will be required due to reduced crewing levels
and this should be reassessed.
Fire Cover Review
Again we question the methodology used in the downgrading of the wholetime
stations and the introduction of a flat 10 response standard for large parts of
Cheshire.
The computer software used i.e. FSEC was developed and bases it‟s
assumptions on crewing levels 5 & 4 riders and not on reduced crewing levels
proposed. The proposed locations will possibly increase the area in which a
10 response can be achieved; however it will increase the response time of
2nd pumps.
Some urban areas will receive a slower response time following the proposals
as resources are moved to achieve the blanket cover approach, whilst other
towns will receive slower response times during different times of the day.
We also have concerns that larger areas will be more reliant on On-call cover
for 1st response and the full weight of response.
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We believe that Macclesfield for an example should continue as 24/7 shifts
station, due to it‟s location and activity levels and would be interested to see
the outcome from the results of the computer modelling, that we believe would
indicate that a wholetime station was required.
Following all the IRMP proposals, in the whole of East Cheshire between
19:00 and 07:00 hours there will only be 4 wholetime firefighters on duty at
Crewe.
Last year we questioned the logic of downgrading Stockton Heath and
Knutsford with the introduction of a shift station at Lymm, increasing response
times to a greater proportion of population and the capital costs required.
However, this should surely be revisited now as proposals are being worked
up may make the running costs at both these Day Crewed stations earmarked
for downgrading reduced further.
Shift proposals
We note that shift changes are not captured in the 2014-2015 timetable, but
work is carried out into both the Optimum Crewing (Shift) and the Day
Crewing duty systems.
We also note that the Shift duty system is now unlikely to fundamentally
change from the 2,2,4 system as the new staffing system has been
introduced, but 12 hour shifts are once again being looked at and are
favoured by Senior Managers.
Our members are totally opposed to the introduction of 12 hour shifts,
particularly those with young family and their opposition has been made
abundantly clear, every time this has been debated and through staff surveys
and questionnaires.
We do not believe 12 hour shifts recognises any financial savings and
question why consider changing the working arrangements for staff against
their wishes if any benefits can be achieved within the current system.
Changes to start & finish times, have long been debated and we are
convinced the current situation offers the best fix to achieve the necessary
targets, particularly with evening community safety activities.
Currently an issue is being made concerning the HSE fatigue risk calculator
and that a 12 hour night shift scores slightly less than a 15 hour night shift, but
this is countered by increased risk with longer day shifts. The Grey Book
accommodates the 15 hour night shift, within the collective agreement and
agreed rest periods. These debatable figures all seem very small, once it is
considered that any change to the duty system is to accommodate 4 riders on
a pump. This reduced crew and increase in risk should be measured in the
similar way and we would welcome any assistance from the HSE looking at
the wider aspects of any changes.
As firefighter representatives, we have stated we can not agree any duty
system that will compromise the safety of firefighters.
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We responded last year in support of the retention of the current Day Crewing
system and stations and the value for money they provide with 100%
availability of a pump and a special appliance and we feel the review working
group are only focused on the financial aspects and not the emergency
response and cover provided.
The Service need to be clear what cover & response times they want from the
Day Crewing stations and similar to moving start & finish times at shift
stations, what impact any changes will have on community safety particularly
in the evening and weekends.
On-call firefighter retention
Despite increased recruitment and increased effort to improve availability,
latest figures demonstrate there is still in excess of 20% non-availability of
appliances. Retention of On-call firefighters is also becoming a bigger issue
with CF&RS, similar to that experienced in other parts of the country. We
would be interested in statistics regarding the number of On-call Firefighters
that have left the Service in the 2 years?
We note from the IRMP draft timetable the proposal to introduce a salary
scheme for On-call firefighters has been dropped. We accept that salary
schemes in other parts of the country have had varying degrees of success,
however many On-call firefighters are complaining that the rewards are no
longer commensurate with the commitment they give and the hours of cover
they provide and were interested in a fresh approach.
AFA policy
The FBU previously stated, we could not support further measures that
included non attendance to premises fitted with automatic fire alarm systems
and we are now extremely concerned that commercial premises will not get
an attendance despite the a fire alarm activation and no confirmation from the
premise that there is no fire.
It defeats the object of installing an automatic fire alarm connected to a
receiving centre, if this alert is not acted upon and we do not support a non
attendance to commercial premises between 9am and 5pm, without a back up
call. What if the building is unoccupied? What if the telephone system is
down? What if the responsible/designated person is involved evacuating the
premises?
The previous policy change in 2012 has brought about a 15% reduction in the
number mobilisations and this success should be built on. We would be
interested to know the statistics of the reduction in mobilisations to nonresidential premises, with all mobilisations to sleeping accommodation
removed from this statistic.
There is already a built in delay, whilst the responsible/designated person
investigates the alarm before they can confirm a fire either way. At least with
this policy if confirmation is not confirmed in a set period the fire appliance will
be mobilised. Non attendance does not promote fire safety or education
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required to improve the safety at the premise, promote good practise and
ensure improvements to reduce future false alarms.
Experienced firefighters can relay occasions where company staff have
played down an incident or the reason why the alarm has activated.
Companies can be highly embarrassed by a fire & rescue attendance and
again all experienced firefighters can relay occasions where companies have
stopped the alarm sounding and cleared the fire alarm panel before the cause
of the alarm has been established.
We suspect the future AFA policy will now be determined regionally to assist
with operating procedures within the North West Fire Control, so it may be
prudent to have that debate ahead of any further policy change.
Safety Centre
We note the plan to build a safety centre at the proposed new Lymm site and
question; how this initiative with a cost in the region of £6 million is being
considered at a time when wholesale cuts are being proposed.
Should you require further clarification regarding the points raised in this
submission, please do not hesitate to contact a Brigade Official.
Dave Williams
Brigade Secretary

Stuart Hammond
Brigade Chair

Unitary Authorities
Warrington Borough Council
Dear John,
Warrington Borough Council Response to the Cheshire Fire Authority; Making
Cheshire Safer Proposals 2014-15
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above
proposals. Once again the proposals provide a comprehensive overview of
the intended direction of the service, and in my view, supported by that of my
officers, the approach taken to determine the future priorities for the service
against the backdrop of efficiency savings and increased financial pressures
are well-considered.
Collaborative Working
With the future landscape of significant financial reductions in mind, I welcome
the approach of further exploration around collaborative working whilst
acknowledging that maintaining the interests of Cheshire, and more
importantly from my perspective, Warrington is paramount. I believe
collaborative working will be integral moving forward to ensure the best use of
resource within a diminishing financial framework.
Risk Management/Prioritisation of Resource
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It is encouraging to see that resources continue to be prioritised utilising the
Community Risk Management Model which provides a robust methodology
for the direction and delivery of services. I note the emphasis on risk groups
and particularly older vulnerable people, I am sure my Adult Social Care team
within the Families & Wellbeing Directorate will be particularly interested to
discuss the data reported, ie how many fire risk assessments and prevention
measures have been carried out specifically in the homes of those high risk
groups and whether there is any evidence of a reduction?
Fire Safety Work
It is extremely beneficial when Fire Officers visit care establishments,
particularly those on an „improvement plan‟ to influence their review and
enhancement of their fire safety procedures, risk assessments and
equipment, we would like to see a commitment to continuing and developing
that work in the future.
I would be interested to know whether there are plans for the Age UK
Cheshire scheme linking in with people suffering from dementia, is to be
extended to include Warrington at some point in the future?
Response and Resilience
As outlined in my comments on the 2012-13 proposals, we welcome the
proposals in terms of the fire stations, their locations and staffing
arrangements. The proposals continue to provide a wider spread of resilience
without reducing or removing services whilst concentrating on the delivery of
services more flexibly to meet the future demands.
Information Sharing
I welcome the intention to improve information sharing to ensure the service
has even better intelligence on risk areas and properties, particularly from
Health colleagues. I would like to emphasise that we would be happy to
support in any way and I am sure that my colleagues within the Families &
Wellbeing Directorate will be grateful for any feedback in relation to vulnerable
families, adults and children who may not necessarily be known to use but
that you may come across when dealing with incidents.
Working with Young People
The Fire Cadet scheme is excellent and we would be keen for Warrington
youngsters, particularly those from our more deprived areas to be engaged
with the scheme. Likewise, the pilot apprentice scheme being developed next
year offers excellent opportunities and again it would be particularly beneficial
if we could work together to encourage participation from our more deprived
areas.
In relation to the intention to establish Fire Safety Centre for Young People,
the Families & Wellbeing Directorate would be very interested to learn of the
ideas around the location for the facility, will such decision be based on
analysis of hotspots for fire related Anti-Social Behaviour for example? It
would be useful to understand the rationale for the location and again whether
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there is potential to link to the Cadet and Apprentice scheme to with specific
targeting on some of our more deprived areas to encourage participation.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continued
engagement with the Council‟s safeguarding boards, strategic partnerships
and related activity.
Yours sincerely,
Councillor T O‟Neill
Leader, Warrington Borough Council

Town and Parish Councils
Bollington Town Council
Dear Mr Hancock
Consultation on Future Plans for Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service
Bollington Town Council has recently discussed this issue and it generated a
lengthy and very passionate debate, during which many concerns were raised
regarding proposed structures and staffing levels and how this would affect
response times.
As you know, Bollington has a fire station with a retained fire crew which has
served the Town and its surrounding area very well for many years and whilst
we expect that station to continue to operate we are very concerned that
reducing the cover provided by the Macclesfield Station will inevitably call on
Bollington to help fill that gap.
We fully understand that the Bollington crew is currently called to fires
elsewhere but with reduced cover at Macclesfield this will become a much
more frequent occurrence. Additionally the Bollington Station has a specialist
animal rescue unit, one of the few in Cheshire, and when they are called out
the operational staffing at Bollington is greatly reduced and may not be able to
respond to a serious fire in the immediate area. With reduced back up from
Macclesfield the distance to travel to Bollington is then greatly increased and
the response times increase.
We fully understand the need minimise cost but it seems to the Town Council
that this may be going too far. We all know that some services like the Fire &
Rescue Service spend time waiting to respond and we all feel a lot safer
knowing that is the case. What is happening now though seems to be an over
reliance on retrained crew who are not waiting to respond but are waiting to
be called to the station and then to respond. This adds another layer of
challenges such as traffic, vehicle breakdowns, travel distance and the
vagaries of communication failures. We are concerned that the result of this
could be response times of 10 minutes or more instead of the 6 minutes or
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less. It could also result in operational staffing being insufficient to staff an
appliance for anything other than a very minor fire.
We are also concerned that the ability to recruit retained staff is not proving
easy and the Bollington Station has lost 6 staff recently due to retirement and
other factors and it is taking some time to reach full operational staffing levels.
We appreciate the work done by the Fire & Rescue Service in terms of fire
protection, which is excellent, and most of us have smoke alarms fitted and
some provided free of charge by the Service. However, there are still many
who have no such devices or do not maintain them properly.
We also understand that life involves some degree of risk but we feel that the
disadvantaged of our society, who perhaps cannot afford to replace that £3
nine volt battery in their fire alarm, are perhaps having another disadvantage
applied to them.
The Council has no issues with the competence and training of retained fire
staff and we fully understand that there is no operational distinction between
them and permanent staff in terms of the equipment they use and the work
they undertake. However, the Council is concerned about their availability and
would like your comments on the following:
• Can you advise of the current operational staffing levels at Bollington, how
they have changed over the last five years and how they are expected to
change in the future?
• What is the expected response time in Bollington now, what has the average
been over the last five years and will that change in the future?
• What will happen if recruiting of retained staff cannot provide sufficient
cover?
• What is the current levels of permanent to retained operational staff in
Cheshire and how has that changed over the last five years and how will that
change in the future?
• Deaths from fires have reduced over the last five-years; however, has the
method of assessing them also changed? There is a suggestion that if a
person dies after a fire and not at the scene they may not now be counted as
a fire death. If that is the case it seems to be perverse – can you clarify that?
• What is the level of operational support available to the Bollington Crew?
• How will specialist cover be affected by these changes such as for a
chemical incident, or the need for the turntable ladder vehicle?
I understand that Graeme Worrall would like to come to a meeting of the
Town Council in January, probably the 21st which is our Strategic Planning
Meeting, to discuss the concerns detailed in this letter.
We very much welcome and look forward to Mr Worrall‟s attendance but in
the meantime could you ensure that the Town Council‟s observation are fed
into the consultation process.
Regards
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David Naylor
Town Clerk
On behalf of Bollington Town Council

High Legh Parish Council
High Legh Parish Council are pleased that there will be a new station at
Lymm.
Poynton Town Council
An October Town Council Committee meeting considered your current 12
week consultation on the IRMP 2014/15. Members picked up on a number of
references to the Macclesfield station in the summary of proposals, and have
asked me to enquire whether the proposal to “introduce a new crewing
system for the main fire engine during 2014/15” means that there might not be
full night time cover from there.
Cllr Annie Makepeace, Wincham Parish Council
Just read the proposals, all seem extremely sensible and valuable to me. I'm
impressed with them.
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Appendix 7 – Press cuttings
IRMP 11 Consultation articles in the local press
Date
30th September
2013
1st October 2013
3rd October 2013
3rd October 2013
6th October 2013
6th October 2013
7th October 2013
7th October 2013
9th October 2013
11th October
2013
17th October
2013
17th October
2013

Newspaper/website
Article
www.newsnorthwest.org.uk Have Your Say About Cheshire
Fire and Rescue Service's Plans
for the Future
Cheshire Borders
Have your say on service‟s plans
Independent
Congleton Chronicle
Paid for home safety checks
planned
Warrington Guardian
Have your say on fire changes
www.alderleyedge.com
Have your say about fire serviec‟s
plans for the future
www.wilmslow.co.uk
Have your say about fire serviec‟s
plans for the future
Shropshire Star
Villagers to get say on how the fire
service is shaped in future
The Chester Leader
Feedback wanted on wide ranging
fire and rescue service proposals
Macclesfield Express
Views sought over fire service
Market Drayton Advertiser
Chance to have say on fire and
rescue
Widnes Weekly News
Fire station restructure consultation
Widnes Weekly News

Fire station shake up to be outlined
by service

PRESS COVERAGE: Promotional articles on the www.wilmslow.co.uk and
www.alderleyedge.com websites.
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Appendix 8 – Penketh Fire Station Consultation Report
Summary
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service intends to submit planning permission in
2015 to build a new fire station off Widnes Road in Penketh. The Service was
keen to gauge public opinion about the plans in advance of the formal
submission.
To do this the Service organised two public exhibitions in the area, a door-todoor survey completed by an external company and also invited people to
comment about the plans online via the Service‟s website.
Key findings were:





The vast majority of people support the plans (76% at the events and
90% via door-door survey).
The vast majority of people like the design of the proposed station
The majority of people support the inclusion of community
facilities.
Those that have raised objections to the plans state they are
concerned about building on Green Belt Land, the sound of sirens
and the busy road.

Background
In 2012-13 Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service carried out a detailed review
into how its frontline emergency response services could be best provided in
the future. The aim was to ensure the Service could continue to protect and
improve the safety of local communities while taking into account risk and
activity levels and the major cuts in its funding.
A major 12-week public consultation programme was carried out which was
accredited by the Consultation Institute as meeting its best practice criteria.
This demonstrated strong support for the wide-ranging Emergency Response
Programme which involves building some new fire stations, keeping the same
number of fire engines, but making significant changes in how they are
staffed. Implementing the programme over the next four years will enable the
Service to improve its 10 minute response standard overall as well as helping
to achieve some of the budget cuts it needs.
There are four new stations currently planned - at Alsager, Penketh, Lymm
and near the M53 / M56 interchange. These are scheduled to be completed
by the end of the 2016-17 financial year.
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This report focuses on the plans for a fire station in Penketh and more
specifically what people in the area think about our plans to build on land off
Widnes Road.
Public opinion – how we have gone about gauging it
It has been important for the Service to find out what the public thinks about
our plans before we formally submit them. For this reason we have held two
local events in the area where people have been invited to come and see the
plans and complete a short survey to tell us what they think.
The first event took place on Friday, November 1 at the Olive Tree
Community Centre between 1pm and 7pm. This was publicised in the
Warrington and Widnes papers. Press releases were also sent to the local
radio stations. Twitter, Facebook and the Service‟s website and Alert System
were also used to plug the event.
In addition the Service distributed 5,500 leaflets throughout the area to
encourage people to come along to the event has see the plans.
A second event was also held at the local Library, which was publicised again
on the Service‟s website and posters were out up at the venue.
Part One of this report looks at the feedback given during these two events.
This was given via a short survey completed at the event or completed at a
later date and returned via Freepost.
Part Two of this document reflects on the comments posted onto the
Service‟s website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk in relation to the plans.
In addition to the event a door-to-door survey was also conducted by the
external company the results and details of this are detailed in Part Three of
this document.
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Part One: Feedback from the consultation events.
1. Who responded?
A total of 95 people completed the forms. These were either completed at the
two consultation events that took place in Penketh (The Olive Tree and the
Library) or completed and returned using our Freepost service.
The following map plots the postcodes of the people who completed
questionnaires.

39 respondents were men (46%) and 46 respondents were women (54%). A
further 10 people preferred not to say.
99% of people who responded described themselves as „White British‟.
The following chart shows the age range of those who completed the survey:
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2. Results of the feedback.
i)Quantitative feedback
Question One: Do you support our plans to build a community fire
station in Penketh?
Support
76% (72 people)
Oppose

6%

(6 people)

*Support but not in this location

8%

(8 people)

Not sure

10% (9people)
This question was answered by all 95 people.

* NOTE: The survey did not give the option to say „Support but not in this
location‟, however, it was clear that while some respondents initially indicated
they supported the plans for a station, their subsequent comments made it
clear that they did not support it being on Widnes Road.

Question Two: Do you like the design of the proposed Penketh
Community Fire Station?
Like it

80% (76 people)

Don‟t like it

9%

Not sure

11% (10 people)

(9 people)

This question was answered by all 95 people.

Question Three: Do you support our plans to include community
facilities at the fire station?
Support

66%

(62 people)

Oppose

14%

(14 people)

Not sure

20% (19 people)
This question was answered by all 95 people.
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ii)
Summary of comments.
Most of the comments were positive. People liked the design and were in
general supportive of having an improved emergency response in the area.
However, there were some negative comments. These focused on the
following concerns:





Green Belt: People were concerned about the loss of Green Belt as it
might set a precedent for future developments.
Busy Road: People were concerned that the station is going to be built
on a busy road near a bend.
Sirens: Some were concerned that the siren noise may be an issue.
Cuerdley: Some residents are concerned it is being called Penketh
when they feel it is actually in Cuerdley.
iii)
Comments in full.
Please view Appendix One for a full list of the comments received via
way of the feedback on the questionnaires. These have been split into
„Positive‟, Negative‟ and „general‟ catagories.

Part Two: Feedback via the Service’s website.
The plans for the proposed station in Penketh were published on the website
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
People were invited to comment on the plans. The comments posted in the
main reflected the issues that came out of the consultation events.
Please see Appendix Two for the list of comments and how the Service
responded.
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Part Three: Feedback via the door to door survey
The Service contracted DJS Research to undertake a surveying exercise in
Penketh to determine levels of support or opposition to the proposed new fire
station in the local community. By utilising an external, independent and
accredited research company, the Service was able to determine a true
reflection of local opinion free from any predetermination.
DJS Research undertook the project over the course of two weeks between
Wednesday 13th November and Wednesday 27th November using field
researchers to conduct a mixture of doorstep and street interviews.
Researchers asked a set number of questions, which were the same
questions that were set out on consultation forms that the Service handed out
during its public exhibition at the Olive Tree Community Centre, Penketh, on
Friday 1st November. They were also equipped with a briefing sheet and ward
map to ensure that respondents were resident in the local area.
A total of 377 responses were obtained through the survey, which provides a
margin of error (confidence rate) of +/- 5% and a confidence interval (i.e. how
sure we are that the margin of error is accurate) of 95%. This is measured
against the electoral ward population of 8,543 residents (based on 2011
Census data).
Quantitative feedback
Question One: Do you support Cheshire Fire and Rescue
Service’s plans to build a community fire station in Penketh?
Support
90% (338 people)
Oppose
2% (9 people)
Not sure
8% (30people)
This question was answered by all 377 respondents.

Question Two: Do you like the design of the proposed Penketh
Community Fire Station?
Like it
92% (345 people)
Don‟t like it
2% (9 people)
Not sure
6% (23 people)
This question was answered by all 377 respondents.

Question Three: Do you support plans to include community
facilities at the fire station?
Support
85% (320 people)
Oppose
4%
(14 people)
Not sure
11% (43 people)
This question was answered by all 377 respondents.
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Demographic Profile
DJS Research used a quota methodology to ensure that the sample surveyed
was representative of the local populace in respect of gender, age, ethnicity
and disability profiles. This further ensures that the survey results are robust
and an accurate reflection of local opinion.
The following data presents results from the research undertaken by DJS
Research. The full dataset can be made available on request.
Demographic
Research profile
2011 Census ward
Category
profile
Male % : Female %
48% : 52%
48% : 52%
Age*: 18-24
6%
8%
25-34
11%
10%
35-44
16%
18%
45-54
19%
17%
55-64
17%
16%
65+
32%
31%
Ethnicity: White British
96%
96%
Ethnicity: Other
4%
4%
Disability**
9%
21%
* Age profile is of residents aged 18 and over.
** 2011 Census data also includes residents with long-term health
conditions.
Location of respondents
The map below shows the location of residents who were surveyed - note that
only respondents who provided their full postcode are included.
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Appendix One
Comments received via way of the feedback on the questionnaire:
Positive Comments


I think the community aspect is a great idea - households need to be
aware of fire hazards from a young age i.e. like not having appliances
plugged in overnight. The situation of the new station is well placed
strategically - I feel a lot safer.



Delighted more fire services are being introduced as we are such a
residential area



Like the way the building blends in. Clever to share with Widnes.



I think that a fire station in our area will help our community to feel as
though help would be nearer to home if needed



On the whole I think a lot of thought has gone into this and I do support
having a fire station more local. If Warrington and Widnes Stations are
to provide an engine each to the new station what has been the
response from the residents of both towns. The only concern of having
a fire station nearby is the use of sirens which might be frequent. Other
than that the design is very good.



No feelings really. it is a useful facility in the area and will be welcome.
I came to look at the plans to see where the FS would be situated. A
good position has been chosen away from residential properties.



Good design



Good location for proposed fire station. It can only benefit the locals of
Penketh and surrounding areas. No issues at all and strongly support
the proposal.



I really support the building of the fire station being built in Penketh
(good luck).



I like the plans because it is close by to where I live and is a great
design and it is not obtrusive. Seems to be very well planned - nice
building.



Good use of land which at the moment is just a pile on soil with grass
and weeds.



Like: Away from residents: Reduces noise: Not large to look like an eye
sore. Good area to have own fire station.
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With the increased population in the district it's long overdue.



Improvement on existing site condition improved response times to
west Warrington. Will you need traffic control? This is a 50mph road.



A suitable location for this development.



Recently a neighbour had a fire and it seemed like ages before an
engine appeared. 10-15mins. So I'm really pleased that this is taking
place for all our a sakes. Thank you.



Much needed pleasant building to look at good for the community.



In my opinion the planned location is ideal. I strongly support all your
plans.



Because it‟s central to all areas



Support idea of a Fire Station north of the town centre and its traffic
problems.



Great much needed facility.



It seems like a good solution to a difficult problem making the best of
given resources.



Good consideration of green issues



As a Penketh resident I like the principle that we are having a fire
station in the area (vicinity).



With the pressure on the Ambulance Service to include that facility
within the design to allow 'dead' time to be used to aid the ambulance
service for instance moving non urgent patients.



Like the design especially the green roof and landscaping



Green roof in keeping with the area. Any plans that bring the
emergency services quicker to situations can only be good for the
community. Note: I am pleased to have had the opportunity to view the
plans and also discuss the whole situation with the planning people in a
local hall. Thanks.



Very interesting proposal following discussions with your representative
at the open meeting I fully support the proposal.



Ideal location. Attractive design.
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I particularly like the design of the proposed fire station and the way it
will blend in with its surroundings.



I was not sure about a fire station in the area. Since looking at
proposed plans etc feel that this could be an asset to the community.
Will have my full support if to the specification that has been put
forward today at the Penketh viewing.
I like where they have decided to put the Station, not too close to the
village so as not to disturb us if they have to go out in the night. Good
idea to employ part time staff but only when needed.





Seems a good location



Thank you for giving up the day for the consultation. Very impressive.
The Green belt issue is the major reason for hesitation about this - the
local Penketh Council will need some convincing.

Negative Comments


1)Building a new station in Penketh could be beneficial BUT these
plans are actually in Cuerdley on Green Belt land and no information at
all was officially circulated to Cuerdley residents. 2) No building on
Green belt land should be sanctioned when Brown belt land is
available in more suitable areas. 30 Site proposed is on a very busy
road, quite near a bend with obstructed views and which floods badly in
heavy rain. 4)Apparently survey shows average speed 42mph which
considering the amount of large heavy vehicles and duel carriageway
wither side of proposed site is extremely high figure. Speed limit is 50.



Site location is in Cuerdley not Penketh on a major road very close to a
bend. Speed limit 50mph which is almost completely ignored. Road
subject to very heavy flooding.



As we live virtually opposite proposed site we know that the A562 is a
very busy road. While we support the need for a fire station we feel that
the proposed site is extremely dangerous. We have had several
accidents with cars entering/leaving our premises, the traffic flow is
very quick add to that the power station, traffic lights, bad bend in road
it all adds up to a very dangerous situation.



I don't like the idea of the notorious bend where you've suggested
building the fire station.



This is Green Belt land and as such should not be considered for any
development. The land had been earmarked for an academy golf
facility and this could be lost. Also it is to be located on a dangerous
bend which could result in road accidents and noise pollutions from
sirens.
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1) Proposed site is on a very busy road and near a bad bend.2) It is on
Green Belt land which was designated for leisure (Golf-Academy). 3)
We live immediately behind the proposed site and would be concerned
about the noise levels of sirens. 4) Concerned about conservation as
Greater Crested Newts are in the area.




Siren's noise. Green Belt land being used.
Green Belt land should not be used for this development when there is
plenty of Brownfield land nearby. Noise pollution i.e. sirens etc



Location of Green belt bad. Should be two bays only. Statistics for 'blue
line' not backed up. Would prefer to be based at Power Station, which
has good infrastructure and access. Unhappy about lack of
consultation and involvement. Ambulance should not be part of the
specification. Name supplied.



Q1- Support - but not in Green Belt Land. Q2- Too large. This is Green
Belt land and should be protected as such. There is a large area within
1/2 a mile of a derelict land next to the Power Station towards Widnes.
Penketh is well served with community services already and doesn‟t
need anymore. Poorly designed questionnaire that does not mention
Green Belt.



Not to be built in Green Land but in Brown Land.



Support in the general area but not necessary in the centre of Penketh.
Q2-Should be only two bay ambulance facility as planned. Q3'Community' facilities are not required in Penketh. This is for the fire
employees basically. The intrusion into the Green Belt is unacceptable.
„Brown‟ sites only marginally further away at the side of the Power
Station would be much more suitable. The Parish Council feedback
earlier on in the consultation process was not acknowledged or used.
The Ambulance facility has been increased in size in contradiction to
the original plan. This questionnaire is not thorough enough and is self
fulfilling to the originators of it.



Strongly oppose proposed position of station. This is Green Belt land
and should be kept as such, especially as there is Brown Land just on
the other side of the traffic lights at the Power Station. Also the station
is near to my house and lots of other new estates. This station is
almost opposite to Rose Farm Kennels and Animal Rescue.



Don't like the idea of it being built on green belt land. There is land 1/2
a mile away that would be much better.



Make sure local houses are not disturbed by fire sirens is my only
concern about the project. As the Police Station being moved local
people have been disturbed by siren.
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Reduction of cover in Widnes/Warr. Too far from houses for kids to
travel for community events. Busy roads, dark etc.



There are plenty of community facilities in the area. Expenditure in this
area cannot be justified.



We have enough in Penketh



Try Great Sankey for extra land @ Lingley Mere



I am not sure about the fire station as I think at 50miles the speed is to
fast for a sharp bend and SPEED KILLS



My concern is the traffic. I live in Marsh Lane and have trouble getting
out into the flow of the traffic it is to fast at 50mph.
What about the upheaval that alarms ringing will bring to local residents
and the animals in the kennels opposite the power station?



General


You are calling it Penketh but it is in the parish of Cuerdley. Why is it
not called Penketh/Cuerdley? Is it by a power station for a reason (i.e
expecting fire or incident at power station)?



The only concern of having a fire station nearby is the use of sirens
which might be frequent. Other than that the design is very good.



What interaction has your proposed community facilities with those at
the new Police Station on Meeting Lane, Penketh.



I would be more supportive if Widnes kept two engines.



No firemen to lose jobs in Widnes?



Not sure



As long as it doesn't effect Council tax in the area.



The only doubt I have is the use of Green Belt land and whether it sets
a precedent for further development. However, since I am assured that
permission to build has only, will only be allowed because of the
special nature of the building.



Traffic control on the road really needs to be looked at.



I think a speed camera should be put up.
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I strongly support the principle of the idea however, I am not convinced
that jobs will be created as detailed. I fear the chance of dignity
inducing employment will be lost or at best take rather a long time to
come to fruition. The need to bring services back to Penketh has been
growing and growing but Council Tax in this area is second to top in
quantity. If the ambulance service move in as well all the better and
perhaps a custody suite could be built as well and that would improve
all emergency services quality of facilities to the general public of
Penketh. Good luck with the Council!!! Name provided.
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Appendix Two
Comments received on the Service‟s Website:
Comments from our readers..
'Looks great.think this is a good idea.will' Comment by: Anonymous
'Is this a Fire Station or a Fire and Ambulance Station??? Widnes Fire
Station is only 4 miles away…..why build this at all?? Who is funding
this…. As we keep getting told the Fire Service have to save
money….???' Comment by: Anonymous
'This location is on one of the worst roads in the area for speeding cars,
with a bad bend just down from the site. How will a fire engine be able to
pull onto this road safely, when going to an emergency?' Comment by:
Anonymous
'This Fire Station looks unrealistic in the images which I suppose is the
true reality!!' Comment by: Anonymous
'Is this to do with the application from Liverpool City Council to become a
combined authority which would include Halton? This then therefore
becoming Cheshire's most further north station?' Comment by:
Anonymous
'No this is nothing to do with Liverpool City Council. The plans have been
developed by Cheshire Fire Authority independently of Halton Borough
Council.' Comment by: Caroline Jones
'The plan to develop a new fire station in Penketh is part of a
comprehensive plan to improve response times across Cheshire, Halton
and Warrington. The plan, which involved the building of five new
stations, was subject of a widespread public consultation last year and is
being funded by a capital grant from the Government. The plan is to
create a fire station in Penketh, however, talks are ongoing with the North
West Ambulance Service who may wish to locate one of their vehicles
there. If you would like to know more I would encourage you to come
along to our consultation event on November 1. This will take place from
1pm until 7pm at The Olive Tree Community Centre, Chapel Road in
Penketh. ' Comment by: Anonymous
'Will the locker/ toilets and changing room be for both male and female?'
Comment by: Anonymous
'Have the residents of Penketh thought about the fact that as this station
will contain the 2nd pump for all two pump calls in Warrington, they will
have a fire engine screaming through the centre of town on a regular
basis? With there currently being two in Widnes and two in Warrington,
Penketh's main street only has fire engines srceaming down it when there
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is a major job in Warrington (pump coming from Widnes) or vice versa?
Now with the location of this new site, all shouts to Warrington will involve
a high speed journey along Sankey Way. ' Comment by: Anonymous
'It should be noted that in recent years, the section of road outside of the
fire station has become flooded following heavy rain/snow and should be
factored in for turnouts inc arrival of on call staff. ' Comment by:
Anonymous
'I like others are concerned about speeding Fire Engines going down
Warrington Rd . There have been a lot of accidents around the Greystone
Rd Park area that's why the speed limit was dropped from 40 mph to
30mph and even mention of maybe 20 mph in places . Penketh is only a
small village after all .' Comment by: Anonymous
'having a fire station down the road from you can only be a good thing,for
the unfortunate time you might need it. Wish people would stop moaning
about the trival points.' Comment by: Anonymous
'This proposed station will support both Warrington and Widnes fire
stations. Warrington fire station is the busiest station in Cheshire, so be
under no elusions, Penketh will have a fire engine screaming through it
every day and night as Penketh‟s fire engine is repeatedly called to either
support Warrington‟s one remaining fire engine, or attend incidents in
Warrington because Warrington‟s only fire engine is already committed to
another call.' Comment by: Anonymous
'Please consider a hatchway between the compressor room and the BA
room to ease movement of charged air cylinders, (less manual handling
of air cylinders) Alan Lea' Comment by: Anonymous
'This is indeed a fast road, please consider traffic lights on Widnes road
for safety during emergency vehicles movements. Alan Lea' Comment by:
Anonymous
'Clearly an ambulance will be stationed here, then relocate two
ambulances from the old ambulance station in Widnes into the two empty
bays at Widnes fire station (very close by) and close the old ambulance
station. After the specials have moved from Warrington fire station into
the new fire station at Lymm, ambulances can then also be relocted at
Warrington fire station as it is closer to the hospital. How things go round,
there were once fire stations in both Penketh and Lymm.' Comment by:
Anonymous
'Why not use the large roof for solar panels?' Comment by: Anonymous
'No objection and we live at the top end of Penketh. Screaming
emergency vehicles are a problem now - is it really necessary for sirens
in the middle of the night - so a few more won't make much difference and
the benefit of having a new station on our doorstep can only be good for
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the community. How will the new Mersey crossing impact on the station? '
Comment by: Anonymous
'I like the way the picture is realistic. it is obviously a senior manager
driving into the station in the brand new white audi q7' Comment by:
Anonymous
'There has beren considersable development to the west of Warrington
and with the development at Omega and other residential estates this can
only increaase the need for a more local fire station. It is our community
which needs this service and it is only a minor inconvenience having it
sited where it is proposed, well away from residential homes. Nimbyism is
not appropraite when it cimes to saving lives! Chris Lee' Comment by:
Anonymous
'At this time, the Service have no indications from the highways
department that they have any concerns about access in or out of the
site. Any advice regarding potential adjustments or improvements to the
highway will form part of the advice given by Warrington council‟s
highways department to the planning committee. The committee can then
state that certain works are undertaken as part of granting planning
permission.' Comment by: Ash Lawton
'The station will accommodate both male and female facilities, as per
legislative requirements.' Comment by: Ash Lawton
'The Service is in regular conversations with partner local emergency
services about the potential for sharing facilities at new locations and also
explore opportunities at existing sites as and when they arise.' Comment
by: Ash Lawton
'The current plans show a grassed roof, which may be a required
condition as part of any planning approval in order to minimise the impact
on the local landscape. If a grassed roof is not a necessary requirement
then the use of technology such as solar panels may be considered.'
Comment by: Ash Lawton
'The new Mersey crossing has been considered as part of the proposed
new station and once it is up and running should assist the Service in
achieving better response times across the area.' Comment by: Ash
Lawton
'Great idea. Anything that may help response times will be a benefit to
those who need the help most. Great idea and plans. Dave Linaker'
Comment by: Anonymous
'Great idea, we all want a fast response when we have an emergency..
Gets my total support, also it will help generate jobs for local labour &
companies. AB' Comment by: Anonymous
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'Having a fire station in Penketh will improve the safety of everyone in
Penketh and Sankey. However,I'm not sure the proposed site is the best
one. There is an ideal vacant site opposite the Crown and Cushion public
house. The front of the fire station could face onto the A562 (Widnes
road). Sirens would have to be used sensibly.' Comment by: Anonymous
'John Prescot had a 'brilliant idea to build a main call centre for all
emergency services' at Lingley Mere Great Sankey, it failed, this new idea
will be disastrous reasons being where it will be built, the narrow roads,
an accident waiting to happen. There is plenty of open space that could
accommodate a new fire station and serve the proposed areas and that is
at Lingley Mere, maybe the 'John Prescott's Call Centre' could be
demolished then the new station could be extended to include
ambulances. I have never seen this idea published In Guardian I wonder
how many Penketh residents are aware of this proposal!!! This is
definitely a thumbs down, please re-think ' Comment by: Anonymous
'I think its a great Idea for the safety of all residents,Warrington and
Penketh. how many times in the year is the town centre blocked off with
traffic due to weather or incidents on the motorways that effect
attendance times to Penketh. A good idea getting the Ambulance Service
involved would save the "lonely" abulance crew sitting near the
roundabout Widnes road and for the fact of speeding appliances going
through the "village" of Penketh sirens bleering well If i was in need of the
emergency services make as much noise as you can to reasure me your
on the way - go for it Paul Watson' Comment by: Anonymous
'The existing site at Lingley Mere will be utilised as a combined control
room for four north-west fire and rescue services (Cheshire, Cumbria,
Greater Manchester and Lancashire) from early next year. This project
will lead to significant ongoing savings for the four Service‟s involved.
Plans for the new Station in Penketh have been featured in the local
media (appeared online on October 19) and were also subject to a
widespread consultation last year during which more than 300 local
residents were asked for their views. We have also organised a leaflet
drop to publicise today‟s event (1st November), which will take place
between 2pm and 7pm at the Olive Tree Community Centre. We would
encourage anyone who would like to know more about the event to come
along. ' Comment by: Ash Lawton
'With reference to the land opposite the Crown and Cushion public house,
this was investigated during the planning process however there is
already a pending planning application for residential properties on the
site in question.' Comment by: Ash Lawton
'the cadet room that is used once a week is the same size as the kitchen
and dining room that will be used 24/7' Comment by: Anonymous
'Could the cadets utilise the Comm. Training Room allowing the space
marked Cadet Room to be used by Operational/Support staff? ' Comment
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by: Anonymous
'„The building of a new fire station in Penketh is part of a comprehensive
plan to improve response times across Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington'.......No its not, its all about cuts. Just so my fellow residents of
Warrington and Halton are clear.....Warrington fire station is losing a fire
engine, Widnes is losing a fire engine, and Runcorn is losing a full time
fire engine, which is being replaced with an on call fire engine. (Part time
which has people called from home, therefore it takes considerably longer
for the fire engine to get to emergencies.) Penketh will end up being
nothing more than support for both Warrington and Widnes, because of
the removal of a fire engine from both these stations. Resources being
reduced and spread thinner....That is what this is REALLY about. Does
Cheshire Fire Service think us residents are stupid and we can't see
beyond the 'spin'.....? ' Comment by: Anonymous
'The building of a new fire station in Penketh is part of a comprehensive
plan to improve response times across Cheshire, Halton and Warrington.
Please use the following link to view a copy of the draft Integrated Risk
Management Plan (IRMP) for 2014/15
http://www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/about-us/key-documents/irmp/irmp201415-plan' Comment by: Ash Lawton
'As a resident of Penketh I welcome the proposals for a fire station in
Penketh. The road is a 50 mph road but this can be managed by warning
road users with the red flashing lights as seen outside most fire stations.
(The residents of the road next door and the golf course users seem to
manage OK without being crashed into!) Warrington road is 30mph but
with skilled drivers using blue lights and sirens then exceeding the speed
limit is not an issue on the limited occasions when a fire engine is turned
out. They do this every day without incident. Yes this is about saving
money as there is NOT ENOUGH MONEY GIVEN FROM
GOVERNMENT. The Fire Brigade have come up with an innovative way
to provide a key service to Widnes and Warrington, save money (as they
dont have it) and this can only benefit the residents of Penketh, Cuerdley,
Gt Sankey, Widnes East and Warrington West as a fire engine can get to
your house quicker. ' Comment by: Anonymous
'You have to be walking round with your eyes shut not to see this is a cut
to the fire Service. Cheshire Fire have got some neck to pass this off as
an improvement!! Some of the posts on here are so obviously written by
people who must have a vested interest in this project. The whole spin
surrounding this project is so see through, its embarrassing. Again I
state....us residents are not stupid and we can see right through this. Oh
and the comment above about people coming out of the golf course is a
classic!! They have plenty of time to sit and wait for the speeding traffic to
clear. A luxury emergency crews wont have when responding to the other
side of Widnes or Warrington because those stations have lost a fire
engine!! As for managing the traffic with flashing red lights....I cant see
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that working on a blind bend can you..???' Comment by: Anonymous
'Update from Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service: The plan to build this
station is part of a wider plan to improve the way we respond to incidents.
This overarching plan was launched and consulted on last year and is
available for people to read on our website. We have always been very
clear that we, like many other public bodies, have got to save money. In
order to do this we have got to change the way we work. However, rather
than closing fire stations we have decided to access special funding and
open new ones, such as the one we are proposing in Penketh. We are
not reducing the numbers of fire engines available we are just locating
and staffing them in a different way. ' Comment by: Caroline Jones
'Hope the advanced warning lights will be put out on each side of the
bend to warn approaching traffic plus what about previous problems with
flooding by the kennels and snowbanks across the road when heavy
snow and wind combine. Can't rely on power station staff to keep the road
open like they have done in the past. Ray.' Comment by: Anonymous
'This sounds like a sensible plan to me. The anonymous complainers
have nothing really concrete to offer. The site is well away from any
houses, and we have sirens on ambulances passing all the time already.
Kevin Seery.' Comment by: Anonymous
'This really makes no sense to stick it in Green belt when there are any
number of options within a short distance. The Parker tools site closed
down recently in Widnes, there are also sites down Johnson's Lane that is
an ideal location and not emerging directly on to a fast road. Or why not
ditch the housing proposal next to the Co-op and put the station on the
demolished old folks care home site. Immediate access to several key
roads such as Farnworth Rd, Stocks Lane, A562. Your current preferred
location will have serious expenses on the ecological aspects eg. Great
crested Newt. I suspect there are plans to encourage other developments
in that area once the precedent of the Fire Station is pushed through. Jeff
Clarke (Penketh Resident)' Comment by: Anonymous
'Further to my previous comments there is another good location down
Farnworth Rd that is a derelict old chicken shed area near White Moss
Nursery. That would be a good location and it will be on the footprint of an
existing structure. Jeff Clarke' Comment by: Anonymous
'Think we have a few would be town planners Just hope these people
don't need a fire engine in an emergency' Comment by: Anonymous
'Although I have said in a previous comment that I would not object to the
proposal just as long as it does not create a precedent for future
development on green belt land, I can see that there are alternative
'brown sites' that exist - the one I do know of which I think has been an
eyesore for as long as I can remember, is the site of the chicken shed
near to White Moss Garden Centre. However, the restriction to this could
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be the very narrow road just there. The land by the co-op could be a
viable alternative, if the original plans could be thrown out - just as long as
the small copse at the Widnes Road end is not disturbed in any way as
this supports wild life, etc.' Comment by: Anonymous
'Why is the site so close to bend in the road? What traffic management
facilties are proposed to mitgate the traffic risk for motorists and fire staff
exiting the site when its not an emergency?' Comment by: Anonymous
'Widnes will lose one fire engine, warrington will lose one fire engine,
penketh will get one fire engine, however you look at it this station is
being built to help reduce emergency cover, dont be fooled by all the
smoke and mirrors, the public are getting short changed' Comment by:
Anonymous
'Residents of penketh dont be fooled, the fire service dont care for your
safety, this is just a half way point between warrington and widnes to help
reduce fire cover ' Comment by: Anonymous
'So many "Experts" commenting on the suggested location for a new Fire
Station. It is their right to do so but surely adding their Name to the
comments can only give it some credibility. E.Lynagh ( retired Fireman,
not in this region)' Comment by: Anonymous
'Has this plan been approved? I'm looking to buy a house that is very
close by to the proposed site and my preference would be not to live so
close by. This may have a big influence on my decision.' Comment by:
Anonymous
'With both Widnes and Warrington already having fire stations, surely
there is no need for another one. As a Penketh resident, there are already
enough screaming sirens passing through on Widnes Road morning,
noon and night and no need for any more, thank you!!! Also, why build on
yet more green belt land when there's plenty of "brown" sites around, as
someone else has already commented.' Comment by: Anonymous
'A number of sites were identified during the course of the planning
process, however the proposed location for Penketh fire station was the
only location both available and suitable for the Service to meet its
requirements.' Comment by: Ash Lawton
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Appendix 9 – Alsager Fire Station Consultation Report
Summary
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service intends to submit planning permission in
2014 to build a new fire station on the site of the former Cheshire East waste
collection depot off Brookhouse Road, Alsager. The Service was keen to
gauge public opinion about the plans in advance of the formal submission. To
do this the Service organised a public exhibition for local residents to attend
and view plans for the site.
The exhibition was in addition to a number of presentations and meetings that
the Service had already facilitated with key stakeholders to discuss the
proposed fire station, including Alsager Town Council and community/interest
groups such as The Friends of Milton Park.
Key findings were:




The vast majority of respondents (95%) support plans to build a new
fire station in Alsager.
100% of respondents liked the design of the new station.
100% of respondents supported plans to include community facilities
within the proposed fire station.

Background
In 2012-13 Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service carried out a detailed review
into how its frontline emergency response services could be best provided in
the future. The aim was to ensure the Service could continue to protect and
improve the safety of local communities while taking into account risk and
activity levels and the major cuts in its funding.
Following a major public consultation programme, a wide-ranging Emergency
Response Programme was agreed in principle which involves building some
new fire stations, keeping the same number of fire engines, but making
significant changes in how they are staffed. Implementing the programme
over the next four years will enable the Service to improve its 10 minute
response standard overall as well as helping to achieve some of the budget
cuts it needs.
There are four new stations currently planned - at Alsager, Penketh, Lymm
and near the M53 / M56 interchange. These are scheduled to be completed
by the end of the 2016-17 financial year.
This report focuses on the plans for a fire station in Alsager and more
specifically what people in the area think about our plans to build on land off
Brookhouse Road.
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Public opinion – how we have gone about gauging it.
It has been important for the Service to find out what the public thinks about
our plans before we formally submit them. For this reason we have held a
local event in the area where people were invited to come and see the plans
and also complete a short survey to tell us what they think.
The planning exhibition took place on Friday, 6th December at the Alsager
Civic Centre between 1pm and 7pm. This was publicised in the local media,
including the Stoke Sentinel and Alsager Chronicle. Press releases were also
sent to the local radio stations. Twitter, Facebook and the Service‟s website
and Alert System were also used to plug the event.
In addition, the Service distributed leaflets throughout the area to encourage
people to come along to the event has see the plans.
Part One and Appendix One of this report looks at the feedback given during
this event. This was given via a short survey completed at the event or
completed at a later date and returned via Freepost.
Part Two and Appendix Two of this report looks at the comments received
through the Service‟s website.
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Part One: Feedback from the consultation events.
3. Who responded?
A total of 22 people completed the forms. These were either completed at the
exhibition itself or completed and returned using our Freepost service.
The following map plots the postcodes of the people who completed
questionnaires.

8 respondents were men (38%) and 13 respondents were women (62%).
95% of people who responded described themselves as „White British‟, with a
further 5% of people classifying themselves as „Indian‟. 1 respondent chose
not to answer.
The following chart shows the age range of those who completed the survey:
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4. Results of the feedback.
iv)

Quantitative feedback

Question One: Do you support our plans to build a community fire
station in Alsager?
Support
95% (21 people)
Oppose
5% (1 people)
Not sure
0% (0 people)
This question was answered by all 22 people.

Question Two: Do you like the design of the proposed Alsager
Community Fire Station?
Like it
Don‟t like it
Not sure

100% (22 people)
0%
(0 people)
0%
(0 people)
This question was answered by all 22 people.

Question Three: Do you support our plans to include community
facilities at the fire station?
Support
Oppose
Not sure

v)

100% (22 people)
0%
(0 people)
0%
(0 people)
This question was answered by all 22 people.

Summary of comments.
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The vast majority of the comments received were positive. People liked the
design and were supportive of having an improved emergency response in
the area.
Two issues were frequently raised by those returning the survey:



Support for utilising a derelict site and bringing it back into use.
Concern over vehicular access onto Brookhouse Road.
vi)

Comments in full.

Please view Appendix One for a full list of the comments received via way of
the feedback on the questionnaires. These have been split into „Positive‟,
Negative‟ and „General‟ categories
Part Two: Feedback via the Service’s website.
The plans for the proposed station in Alsager were published on the website
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
People were invited to comment on the plans. The comments posted in the
main were supportive and reflected the issues that came out of the
consultation events.
Please see Appendix Two for the list of comments and responses from the
Service.
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Appendix One
Comments received via way of the feedback on the questionnaire:
Positive comments
 Improvement to area, also roads, council offices are a complete
eyesore.


It uses a derelict site.



Modern building, getting rid of an almost derelict site can only be good
for Alsager. Employment for the local community. With all the plans for
more and more houses, Alsager needs a fire station.



Love the modern design of the station. A much needed facility in
Alsager.



Good for Alsager. Very central. Good for the residents of Alsager to
know that there is a fire station so close. Well done, looks good.



Pleased that the proposed site has been previously used.



Is modern looking and will tidy up a derelict area. There appears to be
an entrance to Milton Park in the fence adjacent to the glass front. Is
this a good idea or will it cause youngsters to trample over your garden
frontage? The present entrance to the park is at the corner of the
fencing off Brookhouse Road. It would be nice if you could make that a
more attractive entrance with brick pillars and a nice gate. Also maybe
some railings at the kerb edge to stop kids running directly into the
road. In the past fuel has been siphoned off from bin lorries parked
overnight in the yard. If the station is unmanned you will need good
security. the community will be very pleased to have a station - good
luck with it.



Other fire stations I have been to around the country which are like the
one proposed have become part of the community. I think this is a
good thing.



Excellent scheme but a little concerned about the access/egress to
main roads.

Negative comments
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Only worry I have is how small Brookhouse Lane is, but you seem to
have in your plans.



I am a little concerned about the access road. It is narrow and there is
little space to pass large vehicles.



Just mild concerns re: access for fire station out of Brookhouse Road
onto Sandbach Road.

General comments
 I hope the building has every energy-conserving measure applied and
that solar panels will be placed on the park side of the pitched roof.
Good to be able to heat the community end of the building
independently.


How will the traffic be managed?
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Appendix Two
Comments received on the Service’s Website:
''The building of a new fire station in Alsager is part of a comprehensive
plan to improve response times across Cheshire, Halton and
Warrington'.....No its not. It is part of the comprehensive 'cuts' plan. Stop
the 'spin' Cheshire Fire, its getting a little painful. ' Comment by:
Anonymous
'Looks fab! Looking forward to it!' Comment by: Anonymous
'Why does this station have the training tower in a corner next to the car
parking area. Its almost as if the training tower was an after thought.
Adequate training facilties are a must to ensure that fire fighters are safe
when carrying out their duties.' Comment by: Anonymous
'Looks fantastic !! I would have sold my gran to work at this station. Lived
in Alsager 46 years hoping that one would be built, moved out of the area
2 years ago......... Oh well !!' Comment by: Anonymous
'Even if cutting costs is part of this plan, is that such a bad thing? No one,
and no organisation, can exist in a protected bubble and we all have to
consider where savings can be made. Overall, fires have reduced in
recent years and the Fire Service must try to react to changing needs. I
think that more flexibility will result from additional fire stations such as this
one and faster response times for the surrounding area must result from
having a station in Alsager. I'm very much in favour. Roger Withenshaw.'
Comment by: Anonymous
'The design looks ok - at least it looks like someone has put some thought
into it, which is more than can be said for some of the housing applications
that are going in around Alsager. If you have to go south of the railway
crossing, how do you avoid getting caught in the traffic jams when the
barrier is down?' Comment by: Anonymous
'Looks a bit tight when it would come to having to reverse the fire engine
in.' Comment by: Anonymous
'Will the proposed fire station be manned by retained firefighters on the
retained duty system, or by wholetime firefighters? If retained, how will
CFRS guarantee sufficient numbers of firefighters will be available to
ensure availability of appliances? If it is wholetime, will these be new posts
or transfers from Crewe and the reduction of immediately available
pumping appliances in Crewe as a consequence. Answers please.'
Comment by: Anonymous
'I have forwarded your comments to our projects team and responses will
be posted soon. Regards' Comment by: Ash Lawton
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'It looks quite a big establishment for a place like Alsager and I think it
could house two normal Mercedes or Dennis Sabre Pumps or one pumper
and an IVECO RRV which would be ideal if an incident should occur
somewhere like up Mow Cop and the Motorway, perhaps an Ambulance
on Stand-By could take residence there too.' Comment by: Anonymous
'This is great for Alsager and a great looking station! The on-call
firefighters planned to work here will give a much improved response time
compared to the current situation where engines must travel from nearby
towns, most of which are also on-call stations. Will Alsager be getting a full
size engine with 6 seats or a midi engine with 4 seats and smaller ladder?'
Comment by: Anonymous
'It is a great idea & will transform the old Council Yard' Comment by:
Anonymous
'CFRS are fooling the public by claiming that response times will improve
in Alsager because on-call firefighters don‟t always provide fire cover
(such as, when they are at work or spending time with their families and
friends) and when they do cover they are at home or carrying on with their
day to day activities, and therefore have to travel to the fire station before
turning out. This can take up to ten minutes. Wholetime firefighters (who
currently serve Alasger from Crewe or Staffordshire) respond immediately.
This new fire station will be at the expense of a reduction of fire cover in
Crewe (who covers 24/7). Therefore response times in Alsager will get
worse, especially when Crewe or Staffordshire are committed elsewhere
and on-call firefighters are not available or when they need assistance
(which can happen quite often). ' Comment by: Anonymous
'Looks nice, and has obviously been looked at in some depth however has
any thought been given to the practicalities of On Call staff turning out, i.e.
driving passed the appliance bay and then having to come back passed
the roller doors on foot in to the station, when appliances could be
moving? On the station plan there appears to be no muster bay? '
Comment by: Anonymous
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